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Three Stages of Righteousness 

In short, my point was that it is necessary to consider the sequence that is present 

in the Holy ~an, and that the verse which I recited earlier has also kept sequence 

and order in view. The verse is as follows: 

1 _,,1 , ... / , 

-:-'"·~ ;~!s..J..)U....,/;_i, ".. 11-:-,~/~L-:'-: ~_, 
U~ /_.) ~ 0..r--7-'J ;. - ;.U~Y-

Jhey believe in the unseen and observe Prayer, and 

spend out of wh4t We have provided for them. 

Bear in mind that righteousness is of three categories. The first category of right

eousness is doctrinal in nature and is applicable when a person possesses belief 

The second category is practical in nature as stated in: ;µ10_;~:~ (He establishes 

the Prayer). Those Prayers of a person that are plagued by suspicions and evil sug

gestions do not stand erect, as it were. Allah the Exalted does not say yaqra'una 

(to recite or read), he uses the word yuqimuna (which means to erect or estab

lish) and this implies that the Prayer must be observed in the manner that does 

it justice. 
Hear me when I say that all things have an ultimate purpose. If this remains 

unfulfilled, the thing itself becomes useless. For example, an ox that is bought to 

plough the land will be deemed to fulfil its purpose when it does its task. How

ever, if the aim and objective of the ox is limited to eating and drinking, it does 

not fulfil its ultimate purpose and ought to be slaughtered. 

The Establishment of Prayer 

In the same vein, the ultimate end or pinnacle alluded to in ;µ10_>~:~ (They es
tablish the Prayer) are the essential aspects or outcomes of Prayer. This refers to 

the state when a person begins to develop a relationship with Allah the Exalted 

and experiences visions and true dreams; they become detached from people and 

begin to develop a bond with God, to the extent that they ultimately meet God 

as a result of their complete devodon to Him alone. 

The Arabic word sala means 'to burn'. Just as mincemeat is roasted on a fire, 

in the same way, a burning sensation must be felt in the Prayer. Until the hear~ 

burns, there can be no pleasure and delight in Prayer. As a matter of fact, this state 

is precisely what characterises Prayer in the true sense. One of the fundamental 

al-Baqarah, 2:4 
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aspects of Prayer is for it to be offered with all its conditions. Until Prayer is ob

served in this manner, it is no Prayer at all, and neither can that state be achieved 

which inclines a person to Prayer, as alluded to in tfle word salat (Prayer), 

Remember that it is necessary in the Prayer for both physical state and verbal 

expression to unite. On certain occasions, expression is visual. At times, an il
lustration is shown which enables an observer to understand the message that is 

intended. Similarly, the Prayer depicts an illustration of God's will. In Prayer, just 

as the tongue recites certain words, so too the physical movements of one's body 

and limbs display a certain image. 

When a person stands to praise and glorify God, this posture is known as qiyam 

or 'the standing position.' Now, everyone lmows that the standing position is the 

physical state best suited for praise and glorification. After all, when eulogies are 

recited before kings, they are done so whilst standing. And so, in the Prayer, the 

apparent posture prescribed is the standing position, while the tongue is instruct

ed to praise and glorify God in this state. The purpose in this is so that man stands 

before Allah the Exalted in the spiritual sense as well. Praise is expressed by stand

ing firm on one point. A person who truthfully and sincerely praises someone, 

stands firm on one view. Therefore, an individual who says:~ .>..:.;J\ (All praise 

belongs to Allah) s.an only sincerely P ... rodaim these words when they develop a 

firm belief in the fact that Allah Almighty is the Possessor of all forms of praise 

in totality. When a person accepts this fact with complete open-heartedness, this 

is known as qiyam or 'standing' in the spiritual sense, because the heart begins 

to 'stand' firm in this belie£ as though it were upright, so to speak. Therefore, in 

the Prayer, a person stands demonstrating an apparent state, so that they may be 
--blessed with the ability to 'stand' in the spiritual sense. 

After this, a person says: f'"~l\ ~~ 0~ (Holy is my Lord the most Great} in 

the bowing position. It is a matter of principle that when someone accepts the 

greatness of another, they bow in their presence. A person must bow in the face 

of greatness. Hence, with the tongue a person states: ;~11 :;; c.S1.;;_:. (!Joly is tny 
Lord the most Great) and through their outwardly state, they demonstrate this by 
bowing. This statement is expressed visually through the bowing position. 

The third statement is: ~~l :;; 0~ (Holy is my Lord the most High). The 

word a'la (the most high) is in the grammatical form that expresses the superla

tive degree. This naturally calls for prostration. Therefore, along with these words, 

the image that one shows in practice is that of prostration. Hence, a person im-
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mediately assumes this form along with this verbal declaration. 

These three verbal expressions correspond with three physical states or posi

tions. This is an illustration or image that one displays before God Almighty. An 

individual performs all of these physical postures; the tongue which is a part of 

the body also makes expressions and participates in these movements. 

There is a third thing as well, which if absent from the Prayer, leaves it incomplete. 

What is it? It is the heart. For the Prayer, it is necessary that the heart 'stands' as 

it were. Allah the Exalted must see that one's heart not only praises Him in the 

true sense and remains in a standing position, but that the soul also stands and 

praises God; not only the body alone, but that the soul also stands before God. 

When the heart proclaims: ~\ ~~ 0s.;...: (Holy is my Lord the most Great) God 
must see that it not only proclaims His greatness, but also bows before Him, and 

He must also see that the soul has bowed with the heart as well. Then, in the third 

Elace, God must see that the heart has fallen in prostration and that the soul has 

also fallen at the divine' threshold in view of the lofty grandeur of God. In short, 

until one is able to develop such a condition, one must not rest, for this is the true 

meaning of: ~_,.l!Jl&~ (1hey establish the Prayer). 
If the question arises as to how such a condition may be fostered, the simple 

answer is that one must remain persistent in observing the Prayer, and must not 

fret in the face of evil inspirations and doubts. In the beginning, a war ensues 

against doubts and suspicions, but the cure is that one must keep at it with an 

untiring perseverance and patience, and continue to offer supplications before 

God Almighty. Ultimately, the condition that I have just referred to is developed. 

This is a part of the practical aspect of righteousness. 

The Spending of Provision 

Another part of the practical aspect of righteousness is as follows: 

That is to say, they spend out of what they have been given. Generally, people 

understand provision (rizq) to refer to food. This is incorrect. All that is given to 

one's faculties is also provision-whether it is knowledge, skill, insight and veri

ties, etc. or apparent things like affluence and wealth. 

Provision refers to authority as well, and sublime morals are also encompassed 

1 al-Baqarah, 2:4 
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become engrossed in this and lose themselves to it completely, be it the praise 

of Satan or the praise of God, both become one and the same." At this, the walk 

came to its conclusion. The Promised Messiahas returned later on when it was 

time for food, and after he had .finished eating, he delivered the address that fol

lows. I now present what I have remembered thereof 

The Greatest Form of"\~,:orship in This Era 

Alluding to the trial and disorder that was prevalent in the present age, the 

Promised Messiah as said: "It is necessary for a Muslim, in this day and age, when 

Islam is overwhelmed by affliction, to play a part in dispelling this disorder. fu 
greatest form of worship in these times is for each and every Muslim to partake in 

dispelling this disorder. At this time, everyone ought to strive sincerely through 

their speech, knowledge and every faculty with which they have been endowed, 

to remove from the world with sincere effort, all the evil and insolence that is 

currently prevalent. I\ 

What good is the comfort and pleasure that one receives in this world? If it is in 

this world that a person receives their reward then what has been attained? Prefer 
\) 

the reward of the hereafter, which has no limit. Each and every one of you ought 

to possess a passion for the Unity and Oneness of God, just as God Himselfis pas-

52._onate for His own Uniry.
1
1ust reflect, where in the world will you find a pe_!]on 

who has been wronged more so than our Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be 

upon him? There is no filth, abuse or invective that has not been hurled at him. 

Is this a time when the Muslims should sit silently? At this time, if no one stands 

up to bear witness to the truth and to silence the ones who speak falsehood, and 

if one deems it acceptable for disbelievers to go on shamelessly casting aspersio~s 

against our Prophet and continue misguiding the people, then remember that 

such a Muslim shall undoubtedly be called to account severely. You ought to em

ploy whatever knowledge and experience you have to serve in this cause and save 

the people from this misfortune. It is established in the Hadith that even if you 

do not strike the Antichrist, it will die anyway. There is a famous adage: 

Every pinnacle sees a decline. 

1hese afflictions began to arise in the thirteenth century, and now the time of 
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their end is near. !!_ is the responsibility of each and everyone of you to strive 

insofar as possible and show people the light. 

A Yearning for the Manifestation of God's Greatness and Glory 

In the sight of Allah the Exalted, a saint and a man of blessings is one who devel

ops such passion. God desires for His glory to be manifested. In the Prayer, one 

~peats: ~I :si~ 0i;.~ (Holy is my Lord the most Great) and ~'11:;;0~ (Holy 
is my Lord the most High). This is also an expression of the desire that God's glory 

should shine forth and that His greatness be manifested in a manner that has no · 

parallel. In the Prayer, when a person glorifies Allah and extols His Holiness, the 

same sentiment is expressed; and through these words, God encourages man to 

realise that he ought to demonstrate through his works and efforts-. with a natu

ral fervour-that nothing which goes against the greatness of God can dominate 

him. This is an exalted form of worship. Those people whose passion is aligned 

;I'th the will of God are the ones wh~are known as divinely supported and it is 

they who receive bl,essings. Those who do not possess a fervour for the greatness, 

glory ana holiness of God, the Prayers that they offer are disingenuous and their 

prostrations are futile. Until a person possesses a fervour for the sake of God, 

these prostrations are n~hing more than futile incantations, by which they desire 

to attain paradise. 

Bear in mind that anything physical in nature that is empty of spirit cannot 

prove beneficial. For example, just as the meat of sacrifices does not reach God, 

your bows and prostrations do not reach Him either, until they are performed 

with a true spirit. God desires the essence. God loves those who possess ardour for 

His honour and greatness. People of this nature tread a fine path on which others 

do not have the strength to follow them. Until the essence is present, a human 

being cannot progress. It is as though God has sworn to not grant a person any 

pleaswe until they possess a zeal for His sake. 

Every human being possesses desire, but a person cannot become a believer 

until they give precedence to the greatness of God over all of their desires. The --Arabic word wali means a near one or a friend. Therefore, a person is referred to 

as a wali (or a saint) when they desire what their Friend, i.e. God, desires. Allah 

the Exalted sta_!*s: 
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And I have not created the Jinn and the men but that they may worship Me. 

An individual ought to possess a zeal for the sake of God and if they do, they shal~ 

o~tstrip their fellow man an4_become among those who enjoy the nearness of 

God. One must not be like a dead corpse-when something is put in from one ---- -side of the mouth, it comes out of the other. In the same manner, when someone 

is in a wretched state, nothing good can go inside. Remember that no worship 

o:_ charity is accepted until one possesses a sincere fervour for the sake of Allah 

Almighty-a fervour that is free from traces of selfishness or personal motive. It 

ought to be such that even a person himself is unable to explain why they possess 
- F 

this fervour. There is a dire need for such people, but nothing is possible without 

the will of God. 

The Present State of Affairs and the Need for a Reformer 

Those who have been engaged in such service to religion ought to remember that 

they have done no favour upon God. There comes a time when every crop must 

be cut for harvesting. In the same manner, now the time has come for corrup

tion to be dispelled. The worship of the Trinity has reached its highest limit and 

the Truthful One has been slandered and insulted to the greatest possible extent. 

The Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, has not been 

valued even to the extent of a bee or a wasp. People fear wasps and are even appre

hensive of ants, but no one has hesitated in speaking ill of the Messenger of Allah, 

peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Such people fall true to the following 

statement of God Almighty: 

2 ~ ... 
b.\LI' ... ~ 
~ ~!.J-! 

'Ih~y rejected our signs. 

They have lashed out against the Holy Prophetsa as much as they could and have 

openly spewed out vulgarities and invectives against him. Now the time has truly 

come for God to recompense them. In such an era, Allah the Exalted always raises 

a man. As God Almighty states: 

adh-Dhariyat, 51:57 
2 Aal-e-Imran, 3:12 
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tached ourselves to a Prophet who manifests God to us. 
A poet has put it beautifully: 

Muf;amniad of Arabia, King of both the worlds,· 
Whose threshold is safeguarded by the Holy Spirit. 

I cannot call him God, but I do say; 
To recognize him is to recognize God. 

How shall we express our gratitude to God who be
stowed upon us the good fortune to follow the Prophet 
who is a sun for the souls of the righteous as there is a 
sun for the bodies. He appeared in a time of darkness and 
illumined the world with his light. He was neither tired 
nor fatigued till he purified all parts of Arabia from asso
ciating partners with God. He is the proof of his own 
truth for his light is present in every age and true obedi
ence to him purifies a person as the clear and transparent 
water of a river cleanses dirty linen. Who has come to us 
with a sincere heart and has not witnessed that light, and 
who has knocked honestly on that door for whom it has 
not been opened? But the pity is that most people prefer 
the lower life and do not desire that higher light should 
enter into them. 

[Chashma-e-Ma'rifat1 Riil).ani Khazii'in1 Vol. 23, pp. 301-303] 

Knowledge of Allah's Attributes granted to the Holy 
Prophet 

This means: 0 my Lord! Grant me perfect knowledge of 
Your greatness, Your ways and Your attributes. 

At another place it is said: 

118 Ta Ha, 20: 115 [Publisher] 
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Reading these two verses together, we find that the Holy 
Prophet [peace and blessings of Allah be on him] became 
the foremost of the Muslims because he was the most 
learned in the knowledge of Divine understanding. For 
this reason, his Islam is the highest of all and he is the 
foremost of the Muslims. Another verse also indicates 
the vastness of his knowledge as is said: 

(Part Number: 5) 

This means that God Ahnighty has taught you what you 
could not have learnt by yourself, and by His grace you 
are blessed more than anyone else. 

That is to say, the Holy Prophet surpassed everyone jn 
h_is know ledge and understanding of the divine and God. 
Almighty perfumed him with the fragrance of divine 
understanding more than anyone else. Thus, God has 
apRointed lmowledge and understanding as the principal 
means of obtaining a true concept of Islam. 

Though there are other means for obtaining such knowl
e'°dge, like fasting, Prayer, supplication and carrying out 
~llfue Divine commandments, the number of which ex
ceeds six hundred, yet the knowledge of the Greatness of 
God and of His Unity and of His attributes of Glory and 
Beauty is basic for everything. He who has a heedless 
heart and has no understanding of the Divine, cannot 
obtain the strength to observe the fast, perform Prayer, 
make supplication, or occupy hitnself with doing good. 
All righteous action is incited by understanding of the 

119 'So am I commanded, and I am the first of those who submit.'
al-An' am, 6: 164 [Publisher] 
120 al-Nisa', 4: 114 [Publisher] 
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Divine and all the other means proceed from it and are its -. issue. -The beginning of this understanding is the reflection of 
God's Ra"f;maniyyat and is not the result of any action or 
any prayer, but is a gift of pure grace. He guides whom 
He wills and He lets go astray whom He wills. 

This understanding is then fostered by righteous action 
and good faith, till it assumes the form of revelation and 
descending in the word of God, illumines the whole ex
panse of the bosom with the light which is called Islam. 

Excellence of Obeying the Holy Prophetsa 

At the stage of perfect understanding, Islam does not 
remain a mere phrase, but all its reality that we have de
scribed is achieved and the human soul prostrates itself 
humbly before Divine Unity. Thereupon, from both sides 
it is announced: Whatever is mine is thine. That is to say, 
the human soul cries out and confesses: Lord whatever is 
mine is Thine; and God also speaks and conveys the 
good news: 0 My servant, the heaven and earth etc. that 
are with Me are with thee also. This stage is indicated in 
the verse: 

(Part Number: 24) 

Say: 0 my servants who have committed excesses 
against your own selves despair not of the mercy of Al
lah, surely Allah will forgive all sins. 

In this verse instead of: 0 servants of Allah; the Holy 
Prophet [peace and blessings of Allah be on him] was 

121 al-Zumar, 39:54 [Publisher] 
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for he will destroy himself Ever since God has created the heaven 

and earth, it has never happened that He should have ruined or 

destroyed or obliterated the righteous. On the contrary, he has 

always shown wonders in their favour and will also show them 

now. God is most Faithful and He manifests wondrous works 

for those who are loyal to hiln. The world desires to devour them 

and every enemy grinds their teeth at rhe1n, but He who is their 

friend, delivers them from every place of danger and bestows 

victory upon them in every field. How fortunate is the person 

who never lets go the mantle of God. We have believed in Him 

and we have recognised Him. The God of the whole world is He 

who has sent down His revelation to me, who has shown mighty 

signs in my support and who has sent me as the Promised 

Messiah in this age. There is no God beside Him, neither in 

heaven nor on earth. He who does not believe in Him is bereft of 

all good fortune and is ensnared in disgrace. The revelation I have 

received from God is as bright as the sun. I have seen that He 

alone is the Lord of the world and that there is none other than 

Hi1n. Truly 01nnipotent and All-Sustaining is the God whom 

we have found. How great are His powers of Him whom we have 

witnessed. The truth is that nothing is beyond Him except that 

which is contrary to His Book and His promise. So when you 

pray, do not be like ignorant naturalists who have in their own 

fancy devised a natural law which does not bear the seal of God's 

Book. They are the rejected and their prayers will not be 

33 
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accepted. They are blind, not of those who see. They are dead, 

not of those who are alive. They present to God their self-devised 

law and presu1ne to limit His infinite powers and dee1n Him 

weak. So they shall be dealt with according to their condition. 

When you stand up in prayer, it is necessary for you to have firm 

faith that yo1Ir God has power over all things. Only then will your -prayer be accepted and you will behold the wonders of God's 

power that we have beheld. Our testin1ony is based on 

observation and not on hearsay. How should the supplication of 

a person be accepted and how should he have the courage to pray 

at rimes of great difficulty, when according to him he is oppo~ed 

by the law of nature, unless he believes that God has power over 

everything? 0 fortunate ones, follow not these practices. Your 

God is One who holds aloft innumerable stars without the use of 

colu1nns and who has created heaven and earth from nothing. 

Then would you think so ill of Him as to imagine that your 

objective is beyond His power?1 Such ill-thinking will frustrate 

1 God is incapable of nothing. Nonetheless, with regards to prayer, the Book 

of God sets out the principle that He deals with pious people most mercifully 

like a friend; at rimes, He overlooks His own will in order -to accept . their 

prayer, as He says Himself: * ;..(J~.L.14~;1_ However, at times, God desires 

l 
1/J:I,.; ~/:I /ia ,..:, /('-;;.¥,,,,,.,,,, 

t iat His own will be done, as He says: ** ~.:::Jl..1~.9Jl~~u-4..h0~:.l -'· Thus, on 

oc<;:asion, God deals with a person according to the supplicant's prayer because 

He wishes to enhance their certainty and enlightenmeg.t. And on other 

occasions, He carries out His own will so that he may confer upon man the 

34 
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worldly enticements, but the result has been quite the opposite. Before 

his 'suicide; the followers ofYasu' sought godliness to some extent, but 
the more the doctrine of vicarious sacrifice and atonement was empha~ 

sized, the more the Christians became steeped in worldliness, worldly 

enticements, desire of the world, alcoholism, gambling, licentiousness, 

and illicit relations. The negative effects of this doctrine have been like 

the sudden collapse of the dam that had been built on a violent and 

stormy river with resultant destruction of all surrounding land and 

habitats. 

Remember too that abstinence from sin alone is not an 

accomplishment of any kind for man as thousands of worms, insects, 

animals and birds refrain from committing any sin, yet they are not 

considered to have attained communion with God. 1he question, 

therefore, is: 'How did the l\!Iessiah's expiation serve to enhance human 

spirituality?' Man is in need of two things in order to reach God: First, 

abstinence from evil; and second, the attainment of good deeds. Merely 

eschewing evil is no great feat. 1hus, the crux of the matter is that these 

two forces have remained present in human beings ever since their cre

ation: On the one hand carnal passions lure them towards sin, while 
~the other hand the fire of the love of God that is hidden in their 

nature incinerates the straws of sin much like physical fire incinerates 

the physical stra\VS and dried leaves. But ignition of this spiritual fire 

that incinerates sins depends entirely on the cognition of God, because 

love and adornment for anything depends on acquiring its complete 

_r_e_co_g_n_1_·r_io_n_. r:ou cannot love something whose beauty and e..-x:cellence 

you are unaware 0£ The knmvledge of the beauty and excellence of th --r-r-

God of Honour and Glory ignites the fire of love for Him, which, in 

turn, consumes sin. It has always been the practice of Allah to grant 

such knowledge to mankind through His Prophets. Others get light 

from their light and acguire all the bounties that are bestmved on the 

Prophets by following them 
Sadly, Christianity has the door of cognizance of God closed to 

its followers for it considers communion with God forever sealed and 
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At this point I would also like to point out what appears before 

all else to be the result of sincere and complete obedience to the Holy 

Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Bear in mind 

that it is the 'rightly-inclined heart'; that is, the love of the world leaves 

the heart and it becomes desirous of the eternal and everlasting bliss. 

Subsequent to this, pure and perfect love of God is achieved as a result 

of this rightly-inclined heart. And all these bounties are bestowed as a 

consequence of following the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings 

of Allah be upon him, byway of his heritage, as Allah says: 

Meaning, tell them that if you love God, obey me, so that God may also 

love you. Indeed, the profession of one-sided love is a blatant lie and 

pretence and idle talk. When a person truly loves God, then God loves 

him too; then the breeze of acceptance swirls in the world for him, 

his love is put in the hearts of thousands and he is granted a power of 

attraction, and he is given a light that always accompanies him. \X'hen 

a person loves God with sincerity and adopts Him above all else, when 

everything besides God ceases to have any esteem or respect for him, 

indeed \Vhen he considers everything else to be worse than even a dead 

worm, then God, who sees his heart, descends upon him with His 

mighty glory. Just as a polished mirror reflects the sun perfectly that it 

-can be said figuratively and metaphorically that the same sun which is 

in the sky also resides in the mirror, in the same way God descends on 

such a heart and makes his heart the se::i.t of His 111rone. This alone is 

the purpose for which man has been created. 

Those who were perfectly righteous have been called sons of God 

in the previous Scriptures. That, too, does not mean that they were 

actually the sons of God; such a thing would be blasphemous, as God is 

above and beyond sons and daughters. Such expressions mean that God 

1. Surah.Al-e-'Imrdn, 3:32 [Publisher] 
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Exalted has laid down a condition that for Him to love anyone, such a 

one has to follow the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah 
-;:: 

be upon him.1 Accordingly, it is my personal experience that to obey 

the Holy Prophet, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, with 

a sincere heart and to love him, ultimately makes a person the beloved 

of God. God creates in his heart a burning for love for Him. 1hen such 

a person renounces everything else and inclines towards God; and his 

affection and aspiration remain only for God Almighty. Thereupon a 

special manifestation of the love of God falls upon him and, besrowing 

upon him the full essence of love, pulls him towards itself with strong 

passion. He, then, overcomes his corporeal passions, and extraordinary 

works of God Almighty appear as Signs in his support and assistance 

in every aspect. 

I have presented an example of hmv to achieve [the love of God] 

by effort and application. But there are some individuals where effort, 

application, and hard work has nothing to do \.Vi th their spiritual ranks. 

Even in the womb of their mothers, they have such a constitution that, 

without any effort or striving or hard work, they love God instinctively . 

.{\nd they come to have such a spirimal connection with His Messenger 

i.e. l:Ia<Jrat Mn1}.ammad Mu~1'.afa, may peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him, that anything closer cannot be imagined. As time passes, 

their inner fire oflove and affection for God continues to grow stronger 

and, with it grows the fire oflove for the 1vf essenger of Allah. In all these 

matters God becomes their Guardian and Guarantor. \"Xlhen that fire --1--r--

oflove and affection reaches its climax, they fervently and passionately 

desire that the glory of God be manifested upon the earth, and this 

becomes their greatest delight and ultimate purpose. Thereupon, Signs 

1. u Here the question might arise that: If the objective is righteous deeds, what 
is the need to follow [the Holy Prophetsa] to attain salvation and acceptance? 
The answer is that one can enact good deeds only through the grace of God. 
And since God has, in His grand wisdom, appointed one individual as the 
Leader and Messenger and commanded people to follow him, whosoever fails 
in this is not given the good fortune to perform righteous deeds. (Author) 
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of God Almighty appear on earth for them. God Almighty does not 

manifest His grand Signs for anyone, nor does He give grand new~ of 

the future to anyone except to those who are lost in His love, and are as 

desirous of the manifestation of His Oneness and Glory as He Himself 

is. It is unique to them that special divine mysteries are revealed to 

them and the unseen is disclosed to them with the utmost clarity. 'lhis 

special honour is not given to others. 

An ignorant person might think that some ordinary people occa

sionally see true dreams too. For example, some people dream that a 

baby girl or a baby boy is born in a particular household and the same 

happens, or they dream of someone's death and the person does in fact 

die, or see other small events in their dreams and they come true. I have 

already addressed this scepticism that these phenomena are of little 

significance nor do they depend on any piety. Even many wicked and 

immoral people see such dreams regarding themselves or others. But 

true secrets of the unseen are only revealed to God's special servants. 

1heir dreams and revelations differ from those of ordinary people 

in four ways: First, the majority of that which is revealed to them is 

extremely clear and very rarely ambiguous; the case with others is quite 

the opposite. Second, they experience true dreams and revelations so 

copiously that to compare them with other people would be akin to 

comparing the wealth of an emperor and a beggar. Third, the Signs 

shown at their hands are so magnificent that no one can match them. 

Fourth, their Signs attest to their acceptance by the Divine and the 

love and succour of the True Beloved. It is quite evident that, through 

these Signs, He \Vishes to reveal to the world how honoured and close 

to Him those chosen ones are, and t0 inspire people's hearts with their 

dignified status. 

However, those who do not have a perfect connection with God 

lack such things. On the contrary, the truth of some of their dreams 

or revelations is a trial for them, for it creates arrogance in their hearts 

and they are ruined by arrogance. They begin to oppose the root that 

nourishes the branch: 0 ye the branch! Granted that you are green and 
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believe in the Holy ~ran and the earlier Scriptures too, then what 

does it mean when He says 1~~~ ['guidance for the righteous'] 

meaning that, this Book will give guidance to them; for, such people, 

by implementing all these commandments, are already rightly guided? 

To help attain what has already been attained appears to be a useless 

exercise. 

The answer to this is that such people, despite their faith and vir

tuous deeds, stand in need of perfect steadfastness and perfect pro

gress to which God alone can guide; human effort has nothing to 

do with it. Steadfastness means that the heart is suffused with such 

faith as makes it impossible to stumble in the face of any trial, and 

virtuous deeds are performed in such a manner and in such a fashion 

that pleasure arises in them and labour and hardship is not felt. It 
becomes impossible to survive without them, as if those deeds become 

the nourishment for their souls-the bread for it and sweet water for 

it-such that they could not stay alive without them. That is to say, 

such circumstances come into existence with regard to steadfastness 
that cannot be created by a person merely through his own effort; 

rather, just as the soul is a gift of God, so is such extraordinary stead

fastness created by God. 

Progress means that, in addition to the maximum extent to which 

human effort regarding worship and faith can reach, other circum-

-stances are created which can come into existence only by the hand 

of God. It is obvious that, in the matter of belief in God Almighty, 

human effort and reason can help no further than to believe in the 

Unseen God, whose face has not been seen. This is why the Shariah 

[Islamic Law ]-which does not require of man beyond what lies in 

his pmver-does not compel man to believe, through his own effor~, 

beyond the belief in the Unseen. Of course in this very verse 2~<5~ 

['guidance for the righteous'] the righteous are promised that, after 

I. Surah al'-Baqarah, 2:3 (Publisher] 

2. Surah al-Baqarah, 2:3 [Publisher] 
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they become firmly grounded in the belief of the Unseen and do on 

their own what they possibly can, then God shall move them forward 

from the condition of belief to that of enlightenment, and shall cause 

their faith to acquire a new colour. It is a Sign of the truth of the Holy 
~ran that it does not want those who approach it to remain at the 

l~vel of belief and practice which they attain through their own effort. 

Were it so, how would one know that God actually exists? Rather, 

He ordains a reward on human efforts from Himself-a reward that 

Zontains divine splendour and divine power. For instance, as I stated, 

;i1at more can man do about his belief in God than to believe in 
the Unseen God, whose existence is attested by each particle of this 

universe? But man does not have the power on his own-through his 

own effort and his own exertion-to succeed in attaining knowledge 

of the radiant light of God, graduating from a state of belief to the 

state of enlightenment, and generating within himself the state of wit

nessing and beholding [God J. 
In the same way, regarding Prayer, what can human effort and 

exertion possibly do except be clean and pure as best as possible and 

then stand in Prayer after repelling the perils [to concentration] and 

trying not to allow the Prayer to stay in a derelict condition, and, with 

genuine fervour, offering all its components-namely, praise and glo

rification of God Almighty, repentance, seeking forgiveness, supplica

tion, and invoking blessings upon the Holy Prophet? But it is simply 
not within human power that an extraordinary personal love, per

sonal reverence, fervour, and eagerness imbued with total effacement 

and attentiveness, that is free from any distraction, should develop in 

his prescribed Prayer as if he is beholding God. And it is evident that 
unless and until this state develops in the prescribed Prayer, it is not 

free from deficiency. For this very reason, God Almighty said that the 

righteous are those who make their prescribed Prayer upright, for only 

that is made upright which has a propensity to fall. Hence, the verse 
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Editor's Note: I would like to say) however; that on another occasion) the 

Promised }lfessiah'is has also said that a person who burdens themselves and 

fasts while they are on a journey, as if, seeks to please God by force and not 

through obedience to His command. This is wrong. True faith lies in doing 

what God commands and refrainingfrom whatever He so commands. 1 

27January1899 

After the morning prayer, we were given orders to depart. When t:he Promised 

Messiah as passed by the factory in DhariwaL he said: "It would be good to see this 

factory sometime. It is beneficial to see new things." 

One person said: "Your Holiness, I saw this factory once and I was filled with 

an inexplicable fervour on witnessing the power of God Almighty. I remained 

restless until I was able to offer four rak'ats of Prayer." The Promised Messiah as 

said: "The fact of the matter is that all things show a manifestation of Allah 

Almighty. Just observe how many strengths an insect possess.es. And then Allah 

the Exalted is He in \Vhose hand is every power and strength." 

Since the tent of the Promised Messiahas had been erected near a stream, the 

Promised fv'Iessiahas looked at the stream and at the surrounding trees and said: 

"This is a very good spot."2 

26 February 1899 

Praise for a Lecture of Hazrat Maulvi Abdul-Karim Sahibra 

The Promised Messiahas read a lecture ofHazrat MaulanaAbdul-Karim Sahibra of 

Sialkot entitled, 'What Reform and Revival was Brought About by Hazrat Mirza 

GhulamAhmad of Qfdian?' and on 26 February 1899, he addressed the congre

gation in Mubarak Mosque saying: "It is my desire that all of my friends should 

read this, because it contains many subtle points of wisdom. This also shows the 

powerful oratory skills with which a certain man from among us is blessed. It 

is precisely on this pattern that members of our community ought to strive to 

become speakers."3 

1 Al-Hakam, vol. 3, no. 4, dated 31January1899, pp. 6-7 
Al-Hakam, vol. 3, no. 4, dated 31January1899, p. 8 

3 Al-Hakam, vol. 10, no. 35. dated 10 October 1906, p. 7 
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10 March 1899 

Courage and High Resolve 

On his morning walk, the Promised Messiahas said: "A person must not lose 

hope. Determination is also a high moral quality and a believer is characterised 

by high resolve. One ought to always be ready to serve and support the Faith, and 

should never show cowardice. For cowardice is the mark of a hypocrite. A be

liever is gallant and courageous, but courage does not imply that they lack good 

judgement. Any action done without appropriate consideration of the prevail

ing circumstances is recklessness. A believer is free from haste. In fact, a believer 

remains prepared to serve the Faith with immense sagacity and forbearance, and 

is never cowardly. 

Sometimes a person will act in a manner that displeases God Almighty and 

thereby arouses His indignation. For example, if a person shoves away a beggar, 

this is harsh behaviour, which results in the displeasure of God Almighty. In turn, 

such a one becomes deprived of the opportunity to give something to the beggar. 

However, if a person acts in a gentle and noble manner, and even if he gives the 

beggar a cup of water, this results in a removal of the spiritual contraction of the 

heart (qabz). 

Seeking Forgiveness from Allah-The Cure for Spiritual Contraction 

Man undergoes a state of both spiritual contraction (qabz) and spiritual expan

sion (bast). In the state of spiritual expansion, one's pleasure and delight in wor

ship heightens, the heart is opened, one's inclination towards God increases, and 

warmth and comfort is derived from the Prayer. However, on certain occasions, 

man experiences a state in which this passion and eagerness is lost and the heart 

becomes constricted. When this state of affairs arises, one should seek forgiveness 

from Allah profusely, invoke salutations upon the Holy Prophetsa abundantly, 

and offer Prayer again and again. This is the only way to do away with one's state 

of spiritual contraction of the heart . 

True Knowledge 

Logic or philosophy is no lmowledge; in fact, true knowledge is that which God 

Almighty bestows by His mere grace. Such knowledge is a means of developing 
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~deeper understanding of Allah the Exalted and develops a fear of God in the 

heart. In this regard, Allah Almighty states in the Holy ~ran: 

On/,y those of His servants who possess knowledge fear Allah. 

If knowledge does not increase a person in fear of God, then remember that such 

knowledge is not such as can further him in cognisance of the Divine."2 

20 April 1899 in the Late Afternoon 

Trust in God 

The Promised Messiah as states: "Trust in God is the hallmark of Islam. A Muslim 

is one who believes in giving charity and offering prayer. The Christians do not 

believe in this. Why is this the case? Christians have crafced their own physical 

god. One of the greatest and most enduring joys of man, which supports him in 

times of peril, is trust in God. Only Islam teaches, in the true sense, that one must 

trust in God."3 

21April1899 on the Day ofEid-ul-Adha 

Serving One's Mother 

The Promised .Ivfessiahas states: "The first state that speaks for a person's good na

ture is whether or not they honour their mother. In relation to Awais Qarnira, the 

Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, would often turn 

his face towards Yemen and say: 'I can smell the fragrance of God coming forth 

from Yemen.' The Holy Prophetsa would also say: 'He is heavily engaged in serv

ing his mother and this is why he cannot come to visit me.' Apparently it seems 

strange that the Prophet of God, peace and blessing~ of Allah be upon him, is pre

sent in his time but Awaisra is unable to see him in person only due to his constant 

preoccupation in service and obedience to his mother. However, I find that the 

Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, has instructed his 

people to convey his greetings of peace particularly to two people alone-Awaisra 

and the Promised Messiahas. This is a remarkable distinction which others have 

1 Fatir, 35:29 
2 Al-Hakam, vol. 7, no. 21, dated 10 June 1903, p- 2 
3 Ai-Hakam, vol. 3. no. 15, dated 26 April 1899, p. 6 
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able action of one worthy of praise: it also means lauding one 
who has done a favour of his own volition and according to his 
own choice. The true reality of hamd is the due only of the 
Being Who is the source of all grace and light and exercises 
beneficence deliberately and not in ignorance or under com
pulsion. All this is found only in Allah, the All~Knowing, the 
All-Seeing. Indeed He is the true Benefactor and from Him 
proceed all benefits from beginning to end, and for Him is all 
glorification, in this world and in the hereafter and all praise 
that is bestowed on others reverts to Him. 

The word hamd, used in this verse by the Lord of Glory, is 
the stem and is used both in the active and the passive sense, 
that is, it is used both for the subject and the object and it 
signifies that Allah receives perfect praise and also bestows it. 
This interpretation derives support from the fact that Allah 
has followed up the word hamd with the mention of attributes 
that entail this meaning in the view of the discerning. In the 
word hamd\ Allah, the Holy, has signified the qualities that 
subsist in His Eternal Light. In defining hamd, He has treated 
it as a veiled reality that uncovers its face on the recitation of 
the attributf,s Rahman and Rahim; for Rahman signifies that 
hamd is used in the active sense and Rahim signifies that it is 
used in the passive sense, as is not hidden from those who 
possess knowledge. 

Hamd is verbal' praise offered for acts of Benevolence 

Hamd is verbal eraise which is offered to honour a mighty and .,.. 
noble being for His acts of beneficence. Perfect praise is the 
exclusive prerogative of the Lord of Majesty_. The ultimate 
goal of every kind of glorification, be it in a small or a large 
measure, is our Lord Who guides the misguided and exalts the 
lowly and is the object of praise of all who are praiseworthy. 

Acco.i:-ding to many scholars shukr (gratitude) differs from 
hamd in the sense that its application is restricted to beneficent 
qualities and madh differs from harrtd in the sense that it 
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applies to involuntary beneficence also. This is fully appreciated 
by rhetoricians and men of letters. 

Allah commenced His Book with harnd (glorification) and 
not with shukr ·(gratitude) or madh (praise) for hamd com~ 
prises the sense of the other two and is their substitute par 
excellence, in that it also comprehends correction, adornment 
and beautification. Since the idolators used to praise their idols 
without any justification, preferring the use of the word hamd 
for them, believing them to be sources of favours and bounties, 
and their mourning females vie<l with one another in boastful 
enumeration of the valorous deeds of their dead in battlefields 
and at banquets and praised them in the manner in which 
AHah, the Bestower~ the Guardian 1 the Guarantor should be 
praised, the Fatiha is their rebuttal, and, of ail who associate 
partners with Allah, and furnishes an admonition for those 
who use their judgment. In these words Allah reproaches the 
idol-worshippers, the Jews, the Christians and all those who 
associ2~ partners with Allah, as if He was saying: Why do 
you glorify your assDdate~gods and why do you magnify your 
ancestors? Are they your lords who susta·in you and your 
children? Or are they the compassionate ones who treat you 
mercifully, ward off calamities and avert evil and affliction, 
safeguard the good that has been your lot, or wash off the dirt 
of your sufferin s and cure ou of your diseases'? Or are they 
t e lords of the Day of Judgment? Nay, Allah alone sustams 
and shows mercy by granting happiness in full measure and 
by the grant of means of guidance and by answering prayers 
and by deliverance from enemies and He shall certainly reward 
those who work righteousness. 

Cognition of Allah through Attributes 

There is yet another direction in the word hamd, and that is 
that Allah~ the Exalted and Lord of blessings~ says: 0 My _j_Jl_ 
ser:Y,,.ants, know Me through My attributes and recognise Me ~ 
through rvi¥ exceTienc~. I certamiy, do not . ~uffer from any 
defect or shortcoming. Nay~ My Praiseworthiness far exceeds 
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th~ highest limits of praise rendered by those who praise Me. 
You will not find in the heavens or in the earth any praiseworthy 
feature that is not to be found in My countenance. If you trie.£ 
to count My excellences you would not be able to number 
themi even if you exerted yourselves hard and took pains like 
g1e . dedicated. Search well then if you can light upon a 
eraiseworthy merit that you do not find in Me or can discover 
an excellence that is beyond Me and My Presence. If you feel 
~hat way then you have .. no knowledge of Me and are bereft of 

@
vision. I am known through My glories and excellences and 
fhe"heavy clouds saturates! with My blessings indicate th~ 
plemtude of My bounges. Those who believe in Me as com
prehending all perfect attributes and all excellences and attrib-
ute to Me whatever perfection they observe anywhere and 
~vhatever glory the:t can conceive of m the highest flights qf 
meir 1magmahon and ascribe to Me ever randeur that their 
!E_mds an vision may observe and every power that is reflected 
in the mirror of their thoughts, are indeed the people who an~ 
treading the paths that lead to true recognition of Me. They .... 

" have ras ed the Truth and they will be successful. Beu then 
(may Allah keep wa c over you) ana seek earnestly for t~e 
attributes of Allah, the Glorious, and reflect over them like 
'deep thinkers. 

Seek diligently and ponder every aspect of perfection search-
ing for it in every overt and covert manifestation of this 
universe as a greedy person occupies himself incessantly wi~h 
the pursuit of t1le object of' fiis desires. When you arrive at the 
comprehension of the fullness of His perfection and begin to 
~rceive His fragrance, it is then that yo·u have found Him~ -~, 

,, X eekers of guidance. 
\ 

Reflection over Divine Attributes safe-guards against errors 

This then is your Lord, your M·aster, Perfect in Himself, 
comprehending all perfect excellences and worthy of all praise. 
He alone can know Him who deliberates deeply over the -
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Fatiha, seekin His help with a pining heart. For those who 
make a covenant with Allah in per ect sincerity, binding 
themselves fast in perpetual obedience to Him; and cleanse 
their minds of all r-ancour and lll-wil1, are admitted through 
the portals of this Sura and are endowed with inner sighL 

The Fatiha also warns that whoso perishes for lack of his 
cognrtl0i1 of Allah. the Supreme, through his misconduct or 
bY taking_ some other than Him as his god, in truth perishes 
because of his disregard of His excellences, his failure to 
contemplate His wonders and his neglect of all that is His due, 
as is the way of those who are the devotees·of falsehood. Ha've 
you not considered that the Christians were invited to the 
Unity of God, but it was this distemper that brought about 
their ruin? Their erring selves and their beguiling passions 
drew them to the worship of a servant of Allah as their god. 
They drank deep of misguidance and ignorance and forgetting 
the excellences of Allah, the Supreme, and His attributes they 
invented for Hirn sons and daughters. Had they pondered the 
attributes of Allah, the Supreme, and the excellences that ar®" 
~orthy of Hi~n, tht~ir insight would not have failed them an "j:'I" > 

they would not have perished. That is why Allah, the Suprerµe, 'I~ 
has warned us here that to safe uar_d ourselves a ainst error 
m respect of a true concept of Hirn we must ponder is 
'excellences and should seek out His appropriate attributes and 
should remind ourselves constantly of them, for they are far 
superior to ever material gift and far more-helpful than every 
kind of succour. We shoul reflect particu ar y over t ose -<!J~ 
attributes of His which have been manifested m H1s works7 ,X,. \!:J_) a: 0 

that is to say, His rnight1 His power-1.His dominance and His 
bounte~ess. Then be mindful of it and neglect it not. Be 
sure that all Providence belongs to Allah and all Rahmaniyyat 
belongs to Allah and all Rahimiyyat belongs to Allah and all 
sovereignty belongs to Allah on the Day of Judgment. Withhold 
not, therefore, your obedience from your Sustainer and be of 
those who submit themselves wholly to the One Lord. This 
verse also connotes that Allah, the Supreme, is far above every 
suspicion of weakness or shortcoming, such as the assumption 



Allah the Exalted 

How can I hide any longer this storm? 
Instead I had better scatter my dust to the four winds. 

How far removed are we frmn the mundane world! 
Holy is He Who has humbled my opponents. 

187 

[Durr-e-Thamin] 

Praise and Thanks be to the All-Powerful God 
(Persian poe1n) 

1:raise and thanks be to the Lord God; 
It is because of Hii11 that all existence found expression. 

1'his universe is but a mirror of His countenanc~; ®A 
Each and eve1y paiiicle leads the way to Hi1n. /'\ - . 
Ln the mirror of the heavens and the earth;-i /(!;;\ 
His unique face is reflected in all its glo1y ~ @ 
:§ach blade of grass is aware of His Being; J (!:;'\ 
Each branch points the way to Hiin. ~ 

The light of the sun and the moon is but a reflection of 
His light; ... 

Eve1y manifestation is subject to His decree. 

Each brain is but a secret ainong His secret~:-? %J 
Each step seeks the portals of His glory. _J \(V 
Every heart's desire is to relish the beauty of His 

countenance; 
Even the one that is lost is really in search of His path. 

IJe created the sun, the moon and the earth; 1 ~~ 
He displayed His creative might in millions of fonns; ~ 

~11 th~se creations, are but .a r~gister of His creativitz;\ @ 
In which are contamed an 1nflmte number of 1nystene~ J ~ 
Be placed this book of nature before our eyes; ]®' ®' 1 

To remind us of the path to righteousness. ~ ..-I) - . 
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So that you recognize the God Almighty J ~ ~ 
Who bears no resemblance to the world and an who t(i,J:tl} 

dwell in it. 

So that it should be a criterion to judge the revelation@ 
from the Beloved; 

To enable you to recognize from among thousands, the 
ones that are from the Friend. 

So that all paths of imposture are blocked; 
So that light and darkness can be told apart. 

Then whatever the Lord God willed came to pas0· > 

And His handiwork bore witness to His Word. ~ ~ . ' 

Idolators and all their pretence 
Are pierced by the sharp aiTows of these witnesses. 

If you call someone else as Gracious God, 
The heaven and the emih will spit in your face. 

If you invent a son for Hiin Who is Unique, 
All high and low will curse you. 

This world is virtually proclaiming aloud: 
that God is Unique, All-Sustaining, 

partner. 

He has nor father nor son nor wife; 
~le is I1mnutable since ete1nity. 

If the rain of His grace were to slow dgwp fpr a 
moment, 

All this creation and the universe would come to 
nought. 

"-!·." ~;. ~ ~ ;,-.....::'J/.. Take a close look at the laws of nature, )<: 
, ' So that you realize the greatness of the Lord of all the " 

worlds. 
[J)iii-ul-1.Iaqq, Riil,tani Khaza'in, Vol. 9, pp. 251-252] 
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The Radiance of Revelation 

God Almighty has not only blessed l'v1uslims \Vith the gifi: of reason, but has also 

graced them ':virh the radiance and divine light of revelation. 111ey should not 

tread the paths that dry logic and philosophers seek to lead them to. Such people 

are eloquent in speech bur their spiritual faculties are immensely frail Observe, 

therefore, that God Almighty praises His servants in the Holy ~an in the fol

lmving \Yards: 

A1en q( strong hands and powerfi.d vision. 

He does not say they are men of eloquent speech. This establishes that God Al

mighty loves cl10se who observe both His works and \Vords, and reflect: on them, 

not only \"l'ith their physical eyes but with their inner sight as \vcll, and then act 

~cordin~!Y· And all this can never be attained withonr purification of the self 

and ·without cleansing our inner faculties. 

How to Attain Success in this World and the Hereafter 

If you desire to attain success in both worlds and seek to conquer the hearts of 

people, then strive to purify yourselves, make use of reason and foll.o,v the guid

ance given in the \l;,7ord of God. Reform yourselves and serve as an example for 

others by demonstrating your snblime virmcs. 111en will you attain success. Ho-.v 

wonderful a statement by some.one who says~ 

J 11 _:J ... J ( ;,.
)./. ( .!. v . .V:: -:;I u.u: ; :: l;f 

A wm-d which springs Ji-om the heart invariably 

_finds place in the hearts of others. 

So first and foremost, mould your own hearts. If you desire to touch the heans of 

orhers, then develop the pa\\7er to do so by practising-r,vhat you preach. \Vithout 

practice the force of \Vords a:ifd human influence can be of no bendic. 'There are 

hundreds of thousands of people who make ho1lmv statements. l\fa.ny so-called 

lvfuslim clerics and scholars stand on pulpits arid preach to others, declaring 

themselves to be representatives of the Holy Prophetsa and the heirs of the 

Saad, 38:46 
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A!Lth is J11ighty1 11/ise. 

By virtue of His name Aziz (the Mighty), God does whatever is needed and the 

name f-L1keem (the \Xfise) denotes that His every action is done with wisdom, an.d 

done properly and adequately in accordance \Vith the appropriate time and place. 
Just observe how plants and vegetation possess diverse properties. Even a tolah 

or t\vo of turpethum is enough to dear the bo,vels, so too is the case \Vi th scam.

mania. Allah the Exalted has the pO\ver to clear a person's bowels withom the 

use of any medicine, or to que.nch one's thirst without water, bur invas necessary 

for inankinci to learn of the ·wonders of nature. For the extent to \vhich a person 

J:1creases in their a\vareness and knmvledge of the wonders of natme, is the de.: 

gree to \Vhich they arc increased in their understanding of the attributes of i\llah 

Almig11ty; and this enables one to artain the nearness of God. Throu~h medicine 

and astro11013y we discover thousands of qualities present in nature. 

The Properties of Things Are Another Name for Knowledge 

\\!hat are the sciences? 111ey are nothing more than aknmv1edge ofthe properties 

of things. If the celestial bodies, stars and vegetation did not possess effects, it 

~ld become difficult for mankind to bdiev~ in the actribute of Allah Almighty 

knmvn asAleeml£he All-Knowing). · 
.!:. is a certain fact that the foundation of our knmvlec!ge is based on our insigh~ 

into the properdes of things. TI1e pur.e_os.e in this is so thal we may learn wisdom. 

'The sciences have also been referred to as \Visdom (hiknuLt). As such, AJlah the 

Exalted states: 

. . 

And whoeve1· is g;nnted wisdmn htzs incler:d been granted abrmclant good. 

The Purpose of the Supplication 'Guide Us in the Right Path' 

Hence, the purpose of the prayer_;~~::, ~Ji.i,,i;~1G~1 (Guide us in the tight path) 

is that \vhen a person makes this supplication, they ought to emulate the deeds, 

morals and beliefs of\hose upon whom God has bestowed His blessings~ In so 

11.n-Ni.ca., 4: 159 
al-Baqnmh, 2:2.70 
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None shall touch it except those who are purified. 

The word 'mutahharun' refers to the very same 'muttaqin' referred to in the verse: 
2~<.S.J.::i, (it is a guidance for the righteous). And this makes it dearly evident 

that righteousness is necessary for the discovery of knowledge contained with

in the ~ran. There is a stark difference between secular knowledge and the 

knowledge of the ~an. Righteousness is not a prerequisite for the acquisition 

of worldly and traditional knowledge. It is not incumbent that one who learns 

Arabic morphology, grammatical syntax, natural science, philosophy, astronomy, 

or medicine must regularly observe the Prayer or fasting, and be forever mindful 

of the commandments and prohibitions of God, and keep their every action or 

statement in line with the injunctions of Allah the Exalted. In fact, it is often ob

served and generally the case that experts and students in secular knowledge have 

an atheistic bent of mind, and are indulged in every form of sin and transgression. 

In this day and age, \\7e have a clear example before us in the people of Europe 

and America. Despite these people attaining outstanding and considerable pro

gress in the field of worldly knowledge, and despite the new inventions they pro

duce every other day, their spiritual and moral state is shameful to say the least. 

The stories that are published about what goes on in London's parks and hotels 

in Paris, I cannot even mention. However, righteousness is the first condition for 

the acquisition of heavenly knowledge and insight into the secrets of the ~an. 
This requires sincere repentance. Until a person adheres to the injunctions of 

Allah Almighty with complete humility and modesty, and meekly turns towards 

Him, trembling in awe of His glory and migI;u.,. the gate of ~anic knmvledge 

cannot be opened. Moreover, such a person cannot derive from the Holy ~an 

those means by which the inherent properties and faculties of the soul are nur

tured, and the acquisition of which grants the soul pleasure and comfort. 

The Holy ~an is the Book of Allah Almighty and the knowledge contained 

within it is in the hand of God, and righteousness serves as a staircase leading to 

this knowledge. How then can the faithless, evil and corrupt, and those who are 

slaves of earthly desire be fortunate enough to receive this knowledge? For this 

reason, a Muslim, who is a Muslim by name, could well be the greatest scholar 

of Arabic morphology, syntax, etymology, literary critique, and other such sci-

1 al-Waqi'ah, 56:80 
2 al-Baqarah, 2:3 
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tion, intellect and faith. The clear distinction between the ~:an and other scrip

tures is that no other scripture has dared to put its teachings up against the heavy 
and unrestrained criticism of rationality and reflection. The slv followers of this . . 
inarticulate Gospel and its supporters know well that the teaching of the Gospel 

cannot \Vithstand the test of reason in the least. And so they have cunningly in

terpolated their teachings to suggest that the Trinity and Aronement are such se

crets that their essence cannot be understood by the human intellect. Li comrast 

to this, the teaching of the Holy ~an states: 

.l\.franing, rhe creation of the heavens and earth, and the alternation of night and 
day, furnish ro those who are vvise, clear proof of Allah, t0 whom the religion 

of Islam invites the people. TI1is verse explicitly conunands the 'Nise to use their 

mind and intellect. 

The God of Islam 

It ought to be known that the God of Islam is not an indecipherable being, in 

\vhom one can believe only when one discards one's intellect or for whose exist

e:::ce the Book ofNarure does not furnish any prooE In fact, the extensive pages of 

namre's law contain signs so abundant that they clearlv demonstrate that God ex

ists. Each and every creation of this universe is like a symbol and signpost, erected 

at the start of a street or alley, in order to provide information about the name 

of a certain road, locality ~r city, guiding a person towards God. lvforeover, these 

signposts not only inform us ~hat this Ever-Present Being exists, but also provide 

evidence that satisfies the hearts of people. 1he testimonies of heaven and earth 

do not support the existence of some artificial or fictitious God. On the contrary, 

~1e God that Islam presents is Living and Self-Sustaining; He is one and without 

partner; He begets not, nor is He begotten. 

Hence, Reverend Pfander, who \Vas among the first in India to engage in reli

gious debates and level criticism against Islam, raises the question himself in his 

book-lvlizan~ul-Haqq that if there was an island \vhere the doctrine of Trinity had 

not been conveyed, would the inhabitants of such a place be called to account 

on the Day of Judgement in accordance with the doctrine of Trinity? He then 

proceeds to provide an anS\Yer himself and states that such people would be ques-

Aal-e-lmmn, 3: 191-192 
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tioned in light of belief in the Unity of God. So one may deduce from this that if 
the imprint of God's Unity was not found to exist in every aspect of this universe 

and if the Trinity was not a falSe and unnatural doctrine, \.vh.y would people be 

judged in accordance with belief in the Unity of God? 

The Imprint of God's Unity is Present in Every Aspect of Nature 

1he fact of the matter is that the very nature of man possesses the imprint of: 

Allah says; :Arn I not your Lord?' They sayj 'lea, we do bear witness.' 

The instinctive nature of man and all the elements of the universe have no relation 

\vhatsoever to the concept of Trinity. Even if one observes a droplet of water, it 

emerges round in shape and does not fall in the form of a triangle. This also dear

ly establishes that the Unity of God is etched intoevery aspect of nature. One 

ought to reflect closely that a droplet of water is round. Spherical form bears the 

hallmark of oneness because it is free from the confines of orientation. A three

sided figure however is bound by relative direction. Similarly, observe fire and 

you -..vill find that it is cone-shaped and possesses a round abstract figure. Even fire 

radiates with rhe light of God's Oneness. If one were to take the earth for example 

--;1d inquire of t:he Europeans as co irs figure, they \Vould say it is round. Hence, 

the further our investigations into the natural world advance, it is the Oneness 

of God that shall continue to emerge in every instance. Allah the Exalted states: 

In this verse, Allah expounds that the God presented by the ~an is one in sup-
- 'q 

port of\Vhose existence the earth and heaven are full of proofs. There is an adage 

by a sage chat I like very much where he states that if all the books in the \Vorld 

were thrown into the ocean, the God of Islam v,rould still remain because He is 

not part of a trinity of three or a tale. In essence, a reality can only be considered 

firmly established if its truth does not hinge upon some other specific factor inso

far that if the latter ceases to exists, then so-does the former. Tales and fables leave 

an impress neither on the heart and nor on the Book of Nature. In fact, such tales 

existed only until Hindu divines) pundits and the Christian clergy retold them, 

al-A'r.ij,' 7:173 
2 Jla/ .. e-J1nnin, 3:191 
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but sooner or later, these stories were forgotten as unlikely tales. 

The Teaching of the ~ran is Attested by the Law of Nature . 
Allah the Exalted states: 

That this is indeed a noble Qyran, In a well-preserved Book, 

FVhich none shall touch except those who ,ire pu.r(fied. 
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1his means that the whole of the Quran is pre.served in the resolute chest of the 
= 

law of naturs. \\Thai: is implied by the fact that this Holy Quran is preserved in 

a Hidden Book? This means that it is not only confined to paper, rather it is 

safeguarded in a Hidden Book, known as the Book of Namre. In other \Vords, 

~he entire teaching of the CZ.l.l!an is attested by every strand and fragment of the 

law of nature. Its teachings and its blessings are not tales and stories that may be 

forgotten. 

The Need for Revelation 

Since every individual does . not have the capability to reach the l1eights of c::

tainty through mere reason alone, it is for this reason that \Ve require revelation, 

~ich guides our reason through darkness in the likeness of a brilliant lamp. It is 

for this reason that even the greatest of philosophers \Vere unable to find the true 

God depending on reason alone. As such> even a philosopher the likes of Aristotle 

said in the last moments of his life rhat he \Yas afraid. He asked for a rooster to be 

sacrificed for a certain idol. What greater example can there be? The philosophy 

of Arisrode, and his intelligence and 1-visdom could not afford him the peace and 

tranquillity that believers enjoy. Bear well in mind that revelation is extremely 

essential i_n attaining heartfelt peace and steadfastness. \Xlhat I mean to say is that Tr 
hrst and foremost, make use of your intellect and bear in mind that a person who 

employs their reason shall definitely come to behold the God of Islam. For His 

name is written in bright letters on each and every leaf of every tree, and across 

the heavenly bodies. HO\vever, do no.t become a follo1-ver of reason alone so that 

the worth of divine revelation is lost to you. For \'irithour it, neither can true satis-

faction be attained, nor lofty morals. The Braham~s too cannot attain peace and 

1 
. • d-lVtr.qi',:;h, 56:78-80 
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the true light of salvation because they do not believe in the need for revelation. 

I am true in mv statement when I say that those \Vho become the slaves of reason , . 
_M:: and claim that revelation is worthless, are people \Yho do not even make use of 

< ~ reason itself 1hose who make use of their intellect are referred to as 'people of 

understanding' in the Holy ~ran. Then after this, in the same verse, }Jlah states: -
Those who remember Allah while standing, sitting, and {ving on their sides. 

In this verse, Allah Almighty has elaborated upon another aspect, namely, that 

the people of understanding and those who possess good sense are ones v,rho re

member Allah, the Glorious, at all times. Do not entertain the belief that sense 

and \Visdorn are qualities that one can attain \Vithout effort. Not at all. 

True Insight 

In fa.ct, true insight and true vvisdom can never be attained until one turns to

\vards ... Allah the Exalted. 1his is why it has been stated that one ought to fear the 

insight of a believer, for they see with the light of God. As I have just stated, true 

ipsighr and real wisdom can never be attained without righteousness. 

If you \\'ish to succeed, then utilise your reason, reflect and contemplate. 1he 

Holy ~ran repeatedly emphasises the importance of reflection <U1d contempla

tion. Reflect on the Hid.den Book to 1vhich I have just alluded and on rhe Holv 

~ran, and develop a pious disposition. W'hen your hearts become purified an~ 

along \Vith this, you make use of sound reason and tread the path of righteous

ness, all this together shall give rise to such a state whereby the following voice 

\.vill resonate from your heart: 

Our Lord) Thou h(t.st not created this in vr1in; ruiy, Holy ,irt 

Thou; save us) then) fi·om the punishment of the Fire. 

At such a time, it will become clear to you that this universe has not been created 

in vain, but rather provides evidence in support of the existence and reality of 

the True Creator, and brings to light the diverse forms of kno\vledge and science, 

\Vhich lend support to religion._ 

A.-d- .::-Imran, 3:192. 
"- Ad+lmran, 3:192 
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The Radiance of Revelation 

God Almighty has not only blessed l'vfuslims with the girt of reason, but has also 

graced them >.vith the radiance and divine light of revelation. TI1ey should not 

~ead the paths that dry logic and philosophers seek to lead them to. Such people 

are eloquent in speech but their spiritual faculties are immensely frail. Observe, 

therefore, that God Almighty praises His servants in the Holy Q~·an in the fol

lowing 1vords: ---=---------
lvf en of strong h,znds Lind poweJjid vision. 

He does not say rhey are men of eloguent speech. This establishes that God AJ
mighry loves those \vho observe both His works and \Vordsi and reflect on them, 

not only with their physical eyes but with their inner sight as 1.vell, :md then act 

accordingly. i\nd ail this . can ·never be attained vdthout purification of the self 

and without cleansing our inner faculties. 

How to Attain Success in this World and the Hereafter 

If you desire to attain success in both worlds and seek to conquer the hearts of 

people, then strive to purify yourselves, make use of reason and follow the guid

:U.1ce given in the \Vord of God. Reform yourselves and serve as an examDle for 

others by demonstrating your sublime virtues. Then will you attain success. Hm.y 
\Yonderful a statement bv someone who savs: .. ,; 

A word which springs '.om the heart invariably 

.finds place in the hearts ~f others. 

So first and foremost, mould your own hearts. If you desire to touch the hearts of 

others, then develop the power to do so by practising ·what you preach. Without 

practice the force of \Vords and human influence can be of no benefit. There are 

hundreds of thousands of people who make hollow statements. lvfany so-called 

Muslim clerics and scholars stand on pulpits and preach to others, declaring 

themselves to be representatives of the Holy Prophets~ and rhe heirs of the 

S,i,ul, 38:46 
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Prophets. TI1ey exhort people to refrain from arrogance and safeguard rhemselve2 

ff om evil deeds, but one can gauge the quality of their mvn actions and behaviour 

by the degree to v.rhich their words have an influence on you. 

Harmony in One's Words and Actions 

If these people also possessed the pmver of action and first acted upon the things 

that they preach to others, ·what need \Vas there for the ~ran to say: 

liVhy do yott s~y u•lurt yot£ do not do? 

This verse itself demonstrates that there have always been such people in the \vorld 

\vho do not acr in accordance vi'ith the counsel they give others. Such people exist 

even roday and shall exist in the future. 

Take heed of my words and remember well that a person's speech can never 

influence orhers if it does not spring from a sincere heart <rnd if it is berefi: of the 

rower of action. TI1is is a great proof in favour of the truthfulness of our Noble 

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. The success and influence 

that he commanded over the hearts is unparalleled in the history of the children 

of Adam"s. All of this 1-vas achieved because there was perfect harmony benveen 

the words and actions of the Holy Prophet5
''. 

Act Upon My Counsel 

I have given you this advice because yo_;.i \vho hold a relationship with me have 

become my limbs. Act upon my words and make use of reason and the \Vord of 

Allah, so that the light of true insight and certainty develops within you, and so 

that you may become a path that leads others from darkness into light. For in this 
era, various allegations are raised on the basis of natural science, medicine and 

astronomy; it is necessary, therefore, to acquire a knowledge of the scope and 

background of these sciences so that \Ve are able to understand such allegations 

before responding. 

The Study of Modern Sciences --
I consider those IV1uslim clerics ·who oepose the acquisition of knowledge in the 

1 as~S.~fl 61 :3 
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modern sciences to be in the ·wrong. For in doing so, they seek to veil their own 

error and 1veakness. 1heir minds are set on the fact that research in the field of 

modern science distances people from Islam and misguides them. 111ey assert 

that reason and science are, as it: completely at odds \Vi th Islam. Since they do not 

possess the ability to demonstrate the flaws in philosophy themselves, in order to 

hide their mvn incapability, they have formed the notion that it is unlawful to 

study the modern sciences at all. Their souls tremble in the face of philosophy and 

si1bmit helplessly before modern research. 

True Philosophy Lies in the ~ran 

Hmvever, such people have not been granted knowledge of that true philosophy 

1~ich comes forth from the \vord. of Allah and \Vi th which the Holy 9.:!fan. is 

full to the brim. TI1is is granted to r:hose-and only those-\vho thrmv them

selves at the thn::shold of Allah with extreme humility, effacing themselves; those 

from whose minds the stench of pride has been eliminated; those who being cog

nisant of their own weaknesses, fervently profess complete devotion tO God. 

~ Make the Modern Sciences Subservient to Islam 

Hence, in this day and age, it is imperative 1:hat you learn the modern sciences 

and smdy them with roil and effort for the purpose of service rn the Faith and 

the supremacy of God's \Vord. However, it is my experience-and so I would 

like to warn you-that those i.vho became entangled in secular b10\vledge alone, 

and became so absorbed and engrossed in such study that they did not receive an 

opportunity to sit in the company of spiritual and saintly people, and were also 

;!lernselves devoid of spiritual light, rhey too have usually stumbled. They became 

distanced from Islam and instead of looking at these sciences in light of Islam, 

they made useless attempts to bend Islam to secular thought. And by doing so, 
;: 

fo their own fancy, thev became defenders in the cause of service t0 countrv and 
• <( •' 

nation. Bu_: remember, no one can accomplish this task, i.e. of serving the Fa~h, ,-/...t__ 
unless they possess i.vithin themselves heavenly light. . j1-, 
--- 4 

The fact of the matter is that education in these sciences is influenced. by Chris-

tian theology and philosophical thought. As a result, people who are fond of these 

srudies continue to instinctivelv adhere to the traditions of Islam on account of .. 
their favourable view of the religion. Hoi.vever, as such <1 person continues to take 
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further steps tO\vards secular knowledge, they continue to leave Islam further and 

further behind. Finally, nothing is left but mere rituals and rhe essence of reli

gion is lost. 1his outcome does, and has previously come about, due to people be

coming engrossed in one-sided investigation and education. lvfany who are even 

dubbed leaders of their nation have been unable to understand the point that 

acquiring knowledge in modern sciences is only beneficial \vhen done so with the 

sole intention of serving religion, and if one benefits from the company of a holy 

and divinely inspire<l man of (~o<l. 

It is my firm belief that the spread of atheistic naturalism is due to the fact that 

in order to counter or respond to those satanic onslaughts that are laced with 

the poison of disbelief and waged against Islam by naturalists, philosophers and 

a~nomers, l\1uslims employ hollow rationalism.along \Vi th conjectural andI1y

pothetical argumentation because they deem the teachings oflslam and heavenly 

light to be inadequate. ~onsequently, such apologetics are led far away from the 

deeper meanings and aims of the Holy Quran. They cover their hearts with the 

hidden veil of irreligiousness, v.~hich sooner or later-if not for the grace of Allah 

.Almighty-takes on the guise of atheism, leaving a tinge on the heart, \vhich then 

leads to such a person's ruin. 

Another affiiction which plagues the secular academics of today is that they are 

absolutely ignorant of religious knmvledge. And so 'l.vhen they come across an-al

legation levelled by an astronomer or philosopher, they begin to harbour doubts 

and objections in relation to Islam. As a result, they either become Christians or 

atheists. In such circumstances, the parents of such people also commit a grave 

injustice against their children for not giving them the least bit of time so that 

they may be educated in religious know ledge; and they involve them in such tasks 

and engagements from a very young age, which deprive them of pure religion. 

The Proper Time for Religious Education and Training 

Another point to bear in mind is that the most appropriate and advisable time 

for the acquisition of religious education is during the period of childhood. How 
.. ) 

much can one achieve if they begin to learn the basics of Arabic grammar in old 

age? Retentive faculties are sharp in childhood. The memory is never as firm in 

thelater stages of one's life. I remember vividly certain things from my childhood 

even now, but have forgotten many instances from fifteen years ago. The reason 

for this is because the imprints of learning in the early stages of life become 'so 

+!--. 71 -
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finely impressed and deep rooted, due to this being the aae in which the facul

ties are deve oping, that they can never be erased. Hmvever, this is an extensive 

discussion. 

In short, in the practice of education, it ought to be considered and esRScially 

remembered that religious education should begin from the very beginning. I 

* 
I;:ve always had a desire and rhis is the case even now; may Allah fulfil this wish. 

Observe hmv your neighbouring nations, such as the Aryas, have given impor

tance to education. They have accumulated hundreds of thousands of rupees, if 

not more, to constructa magnificent building for a college and its necessities. If f 
the lvfuslims do not take a keen interest in the education of their children, then 

they should talce heed that a rime \vill come when even their children will be lost 

to them. 

The Effect of Company 

TI1ere is a famous adage: 

The seed bears influence lmd one's company carries effect. 

TI1e first part of this proverb may be debatable, but the second portion 1vhich 

states that one's company possesses an e.frect is such an established fact that \Ve 

need not engage in a le:ngthy discourse on this matter. J'.ou have witnessed the 

children of many noble families falling into the snare of the Christians, as v· .. rell 
as rviuslims-even the children of saints, holy men and descendams of the Holy 

Prophet-dishonour the Noble lvlessenger, peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

him. I have seen the progeny of Syeds whose lineage cannot be doubted and who 

link their ancestry to Imam Husayn, may .Allah be pleased \Vith himi embracing 

Christianity and God-forbid, raising all sorts of allegations against the Founder of 

Islam,.peace and. blessings be upon him. If even in such· circumstances, a l\1uslim 

does not possess honour and jealousy for their religion and their Prophet, peace 

and blessings of Allah be upon him, then \Yho could be more \Yicked? 

If you do nor safeguard your children from the company of the Christians, 

Aryas and others, or if you have no desire t0 protect them, then remember rhat 

you do not gravely wrong your ovvn souls alone, rather you wrong your nation 

and Islam. This can only mean that you are not the least jealous for Islam and your 
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hearts are devoid of respect for the Noble Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah 

be upon him. 

Become Virtuous and Righteous So that Your 
Reason May Be Illumined and Enlightened 

J-4-. 
Comprehend and reflect! For the sake of God, make use of reason; become IT 
virtuous and righteous so that your reason may be illumined and enlightened. 

Pure reason comes from heaven and brings a light \Vith itscl£ but it remains in 

search of gems that are \VOrthy of it. The law of this pure system is in complete 

accordance with nature's la\v. Rain descends from heaven and certain lands bring 

forth flowers, \vhereas others still grm.v nothing but thorns and bushes, and 

in other places, the same droplet of rain falls into the depth of the ocean and 

becomes an exquisite pearl. As they say; 

J 1"J'. ,_,p ,;) } ,;,); )!) ll )) - . 

Jn the garden it grows fiozcers but on btirren land, on(v uieeds and thorns. 

If the land is uncultivable, rain is of no benefit; in fact, it is dam.aging and harm

~l. And so, heavenly light has descended and it is illmnining the hearts of the 

people. Prepare yourself to accept it and benefit from it so that in the likeness of 

barren land that gains no benefit from rainfall, you roo do not walk in darkness 

and stumble, and consequently perish, falling into a dark abyss, despite the pres

ence of light. Allah the Exalted is more merciful than a compassionate mother. 

He does not wish for His creation to be wasted. He reveals to you the paths of 

guidance and light. But in order t0 tread these paths, you must utilise your reason 

and purify your souls. J ti.st as planting does not occur until the soil is ploughed to 

prepare it, so too pure reason cannot descend from heaven tmtil souls are purified 

through srrenuous effort and rigorous self-discipline. 

In this age, God has shown immense grace and as He is jealous for His reli

gion and His Prophet, peace and blessings of .Allah be upon him, He has sent a 

man, who speaks to you now so rhat He may invite you tov,rards this light. If t.b-e 

present era had not been plagued by such corrupdon and disorder and efforts to 

expunge religion had not been undertaken, then there would be no issue \Vhat

~er. Hmvever, at present vou can observe from east to \:;,rest that nations are 

preoccupied in removing all traces of Islam. I remember, and I have stared this 

I I 
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in my book Barahin-e-Ahmadiyyah as 'veil, that 60 million books against Islam 

have been written and compiled, and printed already. Ir is strange that the l\1us

lim population in India is 60 million and the number ofbooks written against 

Islam are also equivalent in number. If we disregard the number of books that 

have been added to this figure, even still our opponents have handed one book 

to each and every 1-fuslim in India. If the jealousy of Allah the Exalted had not 

surged forth and were it not for His true promise 15; G:~.!.J;JG1 (l'ffost surely Pfle will 
safiguard the Q}-tran) kno\v for rt"rrain that today Islam. \Vonld havt> ht>t>n \vipe><l 

off the face of the earth and all traces of it 1-vould have been effaced. But no, this 

can never happen. The hidden hand of God is protecting it. \\That disappoints 

and pains me is th.at the .l\1uslims do not care for Islam even to the extern: rhar 

one cares for their marital relations. I have often had the opportunity ro read that 

even Christian i.vomen, on death, bequeath hundreds of thousands of rupees for 

the propagation and spread of the Christian faith. And as far as devoting their 

lives for the dissemination of Christianity is concerned, this is something i\.·e ob

serve daily. Thousands of lady-missionaries go from home to home and ~treet to 

street, and strip the people of their faith in any way possible. I have yet to see a 

single lvfoslim who has bequeathed even 50,000 rupees on their deathbed for 

the propagation of Islam. In contrast, at marriages and for worldly customs, th<:r 

spend extravagandy and even incur debt to squander their wealth relentlessly. But 

\vhen it comes to Islam, they h~ve nothing. Alas! \X!hat a pity! Could the state of 

the lvfuslims be any more deplorable? 

One Virtue Begets Another 

TI1e fact of the matter is that evil actions result in further evil actions. 1he natural 

law of God Almighty in Islam is that one righteous act gives birth t0 another. I 

remember once reading about an old fire-v,rorshipper of ninety years of age in 

Lulhkinr.-tul-Awl~y,z. It so happened that in a period of extended showers, the man 

\Vas feeding seeds to the birds on the roof of his house. A noble man approached 

him and said: 'Old man, what are you doing?' He responded: 'Brother, the rain 

has been falling incessantly for six or seven days now and so I am feeding the birds 

some grain.' 'You do so in vain; said the noble man, 'You are a disbeliever, what 

reward can you attain for such action?' The old man responded, 'I will surely 

receive my re .. ward.' The noble man relates that he went for Hajj and sa-vv the same 

.d-Hijr, 15:10 
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Fourth Preliminary Point 

Reflection upon all of the creations of Almi~hty ~od establishes the, 

principle that the wonders and marvels which He has bestowed upon 

His creations are of t\VO tvpcs. Some are those \Vhich are easily dis-
--~~--~~~~~~-;<.-:-~ , 
cernible. For instance, everyone knmvs that man has organs, such as 

nvo eyes, tvrn ears, one nose, and nvo feet. 111ese are facts '\Vhich are 

discovered through a cursory glance. The others are those facts \VWch 
demand deeper insight-for instance) the structure of an eye, through 

which both eyes work in un ison with each other as one oroan and ena-

5 c one to see everything \vhether large or small, and the structure of 

cars through '\Vhich they can hear different sounds and differentiate 

benveen them. TI1ese a;; the facts which cannot be discovered thro~h 
a cursory glance. Rather, specialists in the physical and biological 

sciences have discovered these truths after enen.sive research and deep 

deliberation spanning over a lengthy period of time. And still, there are 

hundreds of other undiscovered subtleties and verities of the human 
body which the mind of no scientist and researcher has yet been able 

;o comprehend. 
Undoubtedly, the paramount objective of these subtleties and ver

ities is to lead man to acknowledge the perfect pO\vers of the Al.1-\>?ise 

God who possesses absolute wisdom and has \Vorked such \;,,.renders and 

marvels into the creation ofman. However, some naive person might 

object here: '\X!hy has God made ~mething-the purpose of whichls 

the recognition of God-· so subtle and elusive that its understanding 

i:£:9tlires the exercise of reflection and observation over a long period 

of time, and even then, there is no guarantee that man would fath~m . 
;n rhe. secrets of divine wisdom in their entirety; and because of this 

v~ difficulty, ma!1 has nor yet fathomed even a drop out ofthe \vhole 

ocean? All of these 1.Vonders and marvels should have been made obvi

ous to fulfil the purpose for,vhich the Al.l-\Xlise God hctd invested them 

1£_ the hwnan body.' . 
So, the reply to this objection-and others likeit that n1ay arise .in 
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you. Our God possesses countless wonders, but they are visible 

only to those who beco1ne His out of sincerity and loyalty. He 

does not disclose His wonders to those who do not believe in 

His Power and who are not sincere and loyal to Hirn. How 

unfortunate is the man, who even now, is unaware that there is 
\.\ 

a God who has power over all things. Our paradise lies in our 

God. Our highest delight is in our God for we have seen Him and 

found every beauty in Him. This wealth is worth procuring -though one might have to lay down one's life to procure it. This 

ruby is worth purchasing though one may have to lose oneself to 

acquire it. 0 ye, who are deprived! Hasten to this fountain as 

it will satiate you. It is this fountain of life that will save you. 

What am I to do? How shall I impress the hearts with this good 

news? What sort of a drum am I to beat in the streets in order to 

make the announcement that this is your God, so that people 

might hear? What remedy shall I apply to the ears of the people 

so that they should listen? 

If you becon1e one with God, rest assured that God too will be 

yours. God Aln1ighry shall remain awake for you as you sleep. 

God shall watch . over your enemy and frustrate their designs, 

robe of His pleasure, to raise his station, and to enable him to advance on the 

path of guidance by his love. (Author) 

*Pray unto Me; I will answer your prayer. (Surah Al-Mu'min, 40:61, 

Publisher) 
** And We will try you with something of fear and hunger. (Surah Al

Baqarah, 2:156, Publisher) 
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while you are unn1indful of him.You still do not know the extent 

of Godl s powers. Had you known, not a single day would you 

have grieved over the world. Does he who owns a treasure weep, 

cry and become sorrowful unto death over the loss of a single 

coin? Had you been aware of this treasure and knew that at every 

time of need God is able to fulfil your requirements, why would 

you look to the world so restlessly? God is a precious treasure; 

appreciate Him accordingly, for He is your Helper at every step. 

You are nothing without Him, nor do your resources and your 

sche1nes amount to anything. Do not follow other people for 

they have become wholly reliant on material means. Just as a 

snake devours dirt, they consume the filth of inferior worldly 

means. They gorge themselves on carrion in the inanner of 

vultures and dogs. They have become estranged from God. They 

have worshipped men, devoured the flesh of swine and consumed 

wine as though it were water. They have become lifeless, for they 

place all their reliance on material resources and do not seek the 

help of God. The heavenly soul has escaped their bodies as a 

pigeon flies fro1n its nest. They are afflicted with the leprosy of 

material worship, which has consu1ned their internal organs. 

Thus, beware of this leprosy. I do not forbid you to employ 

material means within 1noderation; only that you do not become 

slaves to them like other nations and that you do not forget the 

God who is the very Provider of these means. Had you possessed 

insight, you would have seen that God is everything and all else is 
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LATEST: A challenge for Ahmadi 
researchers: Hazrat Khalifatul 
Masih addresses members of 
AMRA 
14th December 2019 
1 
254 

Share 

The very first International Ahmadiyya Muslims Research Association (AMR.A) conference was held 
today in Islamabad, Tilford. 



The day saw a plethora of speakers from across the world, including university professors, 
missionaries, scientists, economists, doctors and researchers, who came and delivered their academic 
findings and research. The conference was well attended, by the grace and blessings of Allah. 

Some of the topics included the following: 

- From morning to night: How plants behave 

... Gratitude: Islam and science · Conflict or concordance 

- New advancements in breast conserving surgery for breast ca11cer 

- Islam, Ahmadiyyat and scientific research: The perspective of an Ahmadi woman 

- The promise of economic research 

-Government inaction: Corruption and conflict in the mining industry 

- The shaping of an A.hmadi Muslim scientist 

The final session sta11ed \Vith the arrival of Hazrat Khalifatul Masih V, may Allah be his Helper, at 
approximately 8:30pm, after the Isha prayer. 

Noorudin J ahangeer Sahib \Vas called to the stage for tilavvat, \Vho recited Surah al-Anbiya, verse 31-
32 of lhe Holy Quran. Anas Rana Sahib Lhenpresenled Lhe English translation. 

Sadr Khuddam-ul-Ahmadiyya UK Abdul Quddus Arif Sahib presented a brief summary report of 
Al\1RA. This was the 10-year anniversary of AM.RA and the first ever international conference was 
held. Hazrat Kha1ifatul Masih V" approved AMRA with the aim to "advance national and social 
scientific learning" with the view of serving God and His creation. 

Nine countries \Vere represented at the conference, including Canada, USA, Germany, Switzerland, 
Russia, Ghana, Nigeria and Malta. A number of research talks were given, including three by Lajna 
members. Speakers included international speakers as \VelL 

AMRA has over 60 researchers ,-vho continue to contribute to scientific and academic papers, by the 
grace of Allah. The total attendance of the event was 255, including 19 international guests. 

Hazrat Amirul Momineen,. then addressed the gathering. After Tashahud and Ta'awi.1z, 
Huzoor"" recited Surah A1-e-Imran, verses 191-192, followed by their English translation. 



Huzoor" said that today, by the grace of Allah, the first ever international AMRA conference was 
taking place. Huzoor''° expressed that the Holy uran mentions the creation of the heavens and the 
earth and instructs mankin to ret ect upon it. 

"He has encourae:ed us to use our brains" and reflect upon the eaiih to find new· findings. 
Huzoor"' said that man has been given the ability "to think and comprehend" and to decipher between 
right and wrong. 

The Holy Quran has encouraged scientific research and the ursuit of knowledge. Huzoor" referred 
to the Pr01111sed Messiaf?Wf1osaid that when one reflects upon the creation of the leavens an the 
earth, enlightenment occurs and the belief upon Allah is strengthened. . 

Huzoor" \Vent on to sav that a righteous person and true believer continuous! strives and struggles to 
observe and understand nature and the \VOrl aroun us. · hen they see this perfection, they are 
"inevitably'' drawn to their Creator and the purpose of their creation_ 

Huzoor'" explained that when an intelligent person reflects upon the universe, earth and night and 
dav. thev behold the majesty of God and seek His grace. This is to "w1derstand and unlock the 
mysteries of the universe . 

IQ_order to gain these blessings. ·they remember Him" whilst "standing, sitting and lying on their 
sides''. Huzoor" said that when sllc"h believers rav to Allah for guidance, He grants them clarity' of 
thought. Such people are bestowed the belief that this universe could never have come a 
chance_ ---......-
Such people bow down before their Creator and pray that they are saved from }Iis wrath. 

The Promised Messiah"' has stated that the continued study of h 1sics, astronomy and .the sciences 
s 1ou a \Vays lead a righteous person towards God Almig:hty. The more they learn, the more they 
"apprec1irte the beauty of Allah". Once a believer gains such insight, thev not onlv guide others wiSh 

· the latest scientific research, but also are granted the ability to prove the existence of God. This is the 
symbol of a true believer. 

HazratAmirul Momineen" stressed that ''all Ahmadi researchers and academics" should ahva 1s seek 
the guidance and hel from Allah the Al mi gh -" efore. urmg an after-- t 1eir works. They should 
E:ay t at they are given the µnderstandi11g to prove the existence of Allah. In this manner, "at every 
junction", Allah will be their guiding light. 

Others use their intellect for the sake of material proQ:ress, but the research of a believer not onlv 
~ . _,,,,,,.. 

leads to scientific progress andtfie development of technology, but also serves to offer the truth of 
the existence of God Ahrnghty. • 



Ahmadi Muslims researchers, especially those who pursue the sciences, should not onl 'research but 
try and find proofs the existence of God. This was how Dr Abdus Salam Sahib can-ied out his \ :1.1or c 
arid""was able to pro\iethe existence of God. . 

Scientists and researchers must always ·'safeguard their faith" and the rights of Allah the Almighty. 
T{1ey must search for additional evidence proving the existence of God. 
~- -
Huzoor'" said that there should ahvays be a "clear distinction" betvveen Ahmadi researchers as 
compared to other researchers. The love and majesty of Allah the Almighty must always be 
engrained ''in your hearts'' . - - ·· ·- --·--· -

Hazrat Amirul M omineen"" shared the incident with Professor Clement Wragge and his meeting \vith 
the Promised Messiah"'. The Promised Messiah" confirmed to the professor tbat there was no 
contradiction bet\veen science and religion. No matter how much science progresses, it would never 
disprove the words of the Holy Quran, the Promised Messiah"' said. 

The Hol ' Quran does not shv awav from science in the slightest, in fact it instructs believers to 
ex ore and investigate and further better their human intellect. However, the Holy Quran has also 
warned humans in mter ermg w1t 1 t e aws o nature. 

Huzoor" spoke about the boundaries of ethics within science, especially in terms of genetic 
engineering and cloning. The results of such works '\vould surely be "catastrophic'' and responsible 
for creating a '·living hell on earth''. 

Scientists and researchers must only pursue that which is within the confines of the Holy Quran. 
Huzoor" spoke of the great Muslim scientists, academics and philosophers of the Middle Ages who 
brought about a "remarkable revolution" in the world. T~y realised their God given talents and 
faculties while also the existence of Allah. These Muslim scientists are still respected today. 

An article on the contribution of Muslim scientists published in The National Geographic (published 
in 2016) ·was discussed in depth by Huzoor'. Another article principally on the same topic, was 
mentioned by Huzoor" that was publ ished by The New York Times. 

Though the Muslims contributed in remarkable manners in the Middle Ages, today, the situation is 
that Muslim nations are severely lacking in intellectual knowledge. They no longer have the drive or 
motivation to pursue such science and learning. 

Huzoor'" refe1Ted to an article that encapsulated why the Arab world has turned away from science. 
In the aiticle, the author refened to the great contribution the Arab world once provided, such as 
algebra. However, the article goes on to note that now, the situation is dire. The author noted that 
there have only been two Muslim scientists who won the Nobel Prize. 

Huzoor'" detailed different aspects of the article that showed that Muslims nations have now 
completely declined in academia and contributions to science and research. 



Huzoor" said that it is a ·'challenge" for Ahmadi researchers to revive the honour ofislam in this 
·regard. 

Hazrat Amirul Momineena" said that in the past 13-14 years, he has instructed Alunadi students to 
reach tbe very pinnacles of their works. Hmvever, Huzoor'" noted that hardly any AJlinadi has 
reached the level he desired for or expected. 

Huzoor"" said that the audience must all consider it "your mission to pursue excellence". "You must 
leave here"> Huzoor'" said, to follow the footsteps of people like Dr Abdus Salam. 

Contact with one another, especially those working in similar areas ofresearch, is vital. 
Huzoor" explained that mutual help would assist in progress. HO\vever, the majesty of God should be 
at the forefront. · 

Hazrat Kl1alitfatu1 Masih•• prayed for the researchers and the davm of a new intellectual Islamic 
world. 

Huzoorl• then led the congregation in silent prayers, v,rhich vvas then followed by dinner. 



Upon this, Huzoor said: 

"It is extremely important to re~read the books of the ]amaat as you get 

older. In particular, you should read the commentary of the Holy Quran, 

the books of the Promised Messiah (as) and of his Khulafa again and 

again. As you get older, you gain more life experience and your thought 

process matures and this enables you to grasp new points that you were 

not able to understand when younger. You are able to comprehend the 

deeper meanings, the intellectual points and the wisdom underpinning 

the words of the Promised Messiah (as) better as you get older." 

I thanked Huzoor for his guidance and direction before mentioning I had 

enjoyed an incident Huzoor had narrated in his concluding address earlier 

in the day about an Ahmadi lady in Belize. 

As I narrated the incident back to Huzoor, it turned out that I had 

misunderstood part of the incident. 

After clarifying exactly what had happened, Huzoor said: 

"You still need to improve your Urdu. I have seen that you can translate 

things quite well from Urdu to English but, despite this, you still 

misunderstand some things I say in my sermons." 

I wholeheartedly agreed and felt a sense of disappointment in myself. A day 

before, Huzoor had highlighted the need for me to better my religious 

knowledge and now it was clear that my level of Urdu was not as good as it 

ought to be. 
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Perhaps the sense of regret I felt showed on my face because, immediately, 

and very graciously, Huzoor told me that I was not alone in failing to 

understand some of the points made in his sermons. 

Huzoor said: 

"There is an Ahmadi lady in the United States who has an excellent 

standard of Urdu, yet she wrote to me once that she always listens to my 

addresses or sermons at least two or three times because there are many 

thi119s she misses on tTie first listen." 

Giving his own example, Huzoor continued: 

"l think tliat when I used to listen to the sermons of Hazrat Khalijatul 

Masih IV (rh), l probably only grasped 25% of his message on the first 

listen and so I would also re-listen or re-read his addresses and sermons 

and so do not worry too much." 

As Huzoor returned up to his residence, I felt determined to try to improve 

my standards and to make him proud. 

A day of meetings 

On Monday, 30 September 2019, the majority of Huzoor's day was spent in 

meetlngs with the National Ami/as of the Holland ]amaat, Majlis Ansarullah 

Holland, Maj/is Khuddamul Ahmadiyya Holland and Lajna Ima ill ah Holland. 
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From a moment oflight-heartedness, Huzoor's tone and demeanour changed 

ever so slightly and it was clear that Huzoor wished to give me some 

instructions. 

In a kind but serious tone, Huzoor told me that he desired for me to increase 

my r0lie;icrns knowlPde,P. 

Huzoor said: 

"You should read Hadith regularly and you should also read the first part 

of the 5 volume commentary of the Holy Quran repeatedly. You should 

know the references inside out because sometimes I give you dictation 

for my speeches or some other research work and it is important that you 

can easily understand the references and the full concepts." 

Huzoor continued: 

"You should also read 'Essence of Islam' so you become much more 

familiar with the writings and teachings of the Promised Messiah (as). 

However, do not try to read it cover to cover, as you will soon become 

overwhelmed. Rather you should read some excerpts every day, learn 

them and try to understand their meanings. Especially focus on those 

parts which are related to contempormy issues that are ve1y much 

relevant in today's world." 

As he said these words, I thought of how prescient and astute Huzoor is in 

knowing our weaknesses and our shortcomings. I had heard Huzoor say on 

many occasions that Ahmadi Muslims should regularly increase their 

) 
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religious knowledge and often thought that I must make time for regular 

study and reading myself. Yet, through laziness and neglect, I had not read 

anywhere near as much as I should have in recent years. 

I was also struck at how Huzoor instructed me with kindness and affection. 

This is something I have seen many Limes before, both with me and with 

others, that Huzoor never purposely makes a person feel embarrassed by 

their weaknesses. 

Ra ther, he instructs with love and encouragement. He is like the best 

possible teacher a person can have - a teacher who motivates, inspires and 

leads by example. 

He is the person who, without recourse to anger or coercion, makes you 

desperate to improve yourself in every aspect of your life. 

Huzoor then gave me his own example which left me speechless. 

Huzoor said: 

"Some time after becoming Khalifa1 I spent two full days in my old office 

in the Faz! Mosque making a detailed index of the writings of the 

Pr'omised Messiah (as) in Urdu and then I matched them with equivalent 

passages that had been translated into Englisll and had been published 

in Essence of Islam. So in Ruhani Khazain (Urdu writings of the Promised 

Messiah) I now have notes of where the translation is in English." 
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Huzoor continued: 

"It took me two full days of great effort but it was very much worth it and 

time well spent." 

It was incredible to hear how Huzoor p~id such close attention to ensuring 

he had immediate access to the writings of the Promised Messiah (as). 

Even though he has an office with staff who can provide him with references, 

Huzoor's love and complete respect for the Promised Messiah (as) meant he 

desired to have the references ready to hand at all times. 

Imran Khan's United Nations speech 

That week, Pakistan's Prime Minister, Imran Khan had delivered a speech at 

the United Nations General Assembly which had been much talked about. 

Though I had not heard the entire speech, I had listened to certain parts 

including a passage where he had questioned why many Westerners 

criticised Hijab and he described their attitudes as a prime example of 

lslamophobia. 

He also spoke of how the Holy Prophet of Islam (sa) was a defender of righ~ 

and that his noble character had been wholly misrepresented in the West. 

Another point raised by the Prime Minister of Pakistan related to Kashmir 

and the grave risks of a war between Pakistan and India. He said that if fndia 

persecuted the Muslims in Kashmir, it would lead to their radicalisation. 
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of the apartment where I was staying. Huzoor was wearing an olive green 

shalwar kameez in which he looked extremely graceful. 

J mentioned how a young Missionary, Qamar Zafar, who was serving in MTA 

had told me that he had visited the grave of a Dutch soldier called Sir Philip 

Sidney earlier that day. Mr Phillips had been mentioned by the Promised 

Messiah (as). 

In an address on 31January1898, the Promised Messiah (as) said: 

"When Sir P/Jilip Sidney was wounded in the siege of the fort at Zutphen 

in the Netherlands during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, in his throes of 

death, at a time of immense thirst, a small vessel of water was brought 

for him ... Another wounded soldier lay nearby and he too was terribly 

thirsty. The soldier began to look at Sir Philip Sidney with intense longing 

and desire ... Sidney did not drink the water himself, but rather gave it to 

tile soldier as an act of selflessness, saying.: 'Thy necessity is yet greater 

than mine'. II (Page 220, Malfuzat, Volume .1, English translation). 

After I had mentioned the incident, Huzoor said: 

"It is astonishing how the Promised Messiah (as) learned of world events]. x 
and the latest news of the time in a very prompt fashion." · 

Upon this, I asked whether it meant that the Promised Messiah (as) was 

regular in reading the newspapers of the time. 
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In reply, Huzoor said: 

"Yes, most of the world news that reached him was probably from 

newspapersbut the fact he was able to find the time to read them is itself 

astonishing. Constantly he was engaged in tl1e establishment of the 

/amaat, writing books, respondi11g to allegations and even having to 

bear the burden of zmjust litigation filed againsr him. He was fulfilling 

the duties given to him by Allah the Almighty as a Prophet and yet still he 

was able to stay well informed of the latest worldly events." 

Smiling, Huzoor said: 

"And we think that we are busy people, yet our lives are free and easy in l 
comparison to l1im." j 

Upon this, I said: 

"Huzoor, no doubt all of our lives are easy, except yours. For you are 

constantly engaged in the responsibilities and the burdens of the 

]amaat." 

Thereupon, Huzoor enquired about the latest political updates from the 

United States, where the opposition Democratic Party was considering 

launching impeachment proceecUngs against President Trump. 

Huzoor was already very well-informed about the matter and I remember 

thinking how Huzoor followed the example of the Promised Messiah (as) in 

all matters. 

)<· 
• 
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We had just been speaking a moment before of how the Promised Messiah 

(as) kept abreast of world events and I have seen over the course of many 

years how Huzoor keeps up-to-date with worldly news. 

Huzoor said: 

"Even some of tile Opposition party members in USA, who were 

previously against impeachment, are now stating that they are in favour 

of bringing impeachment proceedings." 

Huzoor asked me what the response of Presiden-t Trump had been. 

I replied that he had published a tweet earlier in the day in which he claimed 

to be the most victimised President in the history of the United States! 

Huzoor smiled before changing the conversation and asking me if I was 

eating well and comfortable. 

In reply, I said: 

"Huzoor~ I fear that I am eating a liUle too well and will gain weight 

because I really like the langlwr (kitchen) food here in Holland! 

Especially, I am enjoying the fresh warm phu/kay (fiat bread) which are 

served at meal times!'' 

Huzoor smiled again before returning to his residence. 
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Ahmadi Muslim Researchers - Restoring 
Islam's Golden Age 
During Islam's Golden Age, Muslim researchers reached the highest echelons in the fields of 
science, mathematics, geography, astronomy, medicine and inventions. Whilst Europe 
languished in the dark ages, the Muslims were at the forefront of the world in discovery and 
innovation. Many of the inventions and scientific methods used by the world today are credited 
to the academic enlightenment of Islam 's Golden Age. Can this Golden Age of Islam be revived? 
On Saturday I 41

h December 2019, the first Ahmadiyya Muslim Research Association (AMRA) 
Conference, organised by Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya UK (MK.A UK), was held at the 
Masroor Hall in Islamabad, Tilford UK. Over 250 people attended the event throughout the day 
including 60 researchers. Delegates originated from 9 countries around the world. The 
concluding session of the event was graced with an address by His Holiness, Hazrat Mirza 
Masroor Ahmad, Worldwide Head of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community and Fifth Khalifah 
(Caliph). The Review of Religions is pleased to present the official transcript of the addressed 
delivered by His Holiness on this occasion. 

After reciting Tashahhud, Ta 'awwuz and Bismillah, Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad (aba), 
Worldwide Head of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community and Fifth Khalifah (Caliph) said: 

[ 191] '-ltJ)l1 1 \r u'G'l 1 "~11 - &ii u)\b\ - · · \11 - ul -1.A:,J\ ·:i::. · ' I -· . ~-L , .. J'+-" .J - .. - - .J U-0 .J .J - .J ~ ~ LJ, 

'These verses of the Holy Qur' an I have just recited are verses 191-192 of Surah Aal-e
'Imran and the translation is as follows: 

"In the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation of the night and the day there 
are indeed Signs for men of understanding; Those who remember Allah while standing, sitting, 
and lying on their sides, and ponder over the creation of the heavens and the earth: 'Our Lord, 
Thou hast not created this in vain; nay, Holy art Thou; save us, then, from the punishment of the 
Fire_" 

Today, with the Grace of Allah, you are holding the first International AMRA Conference. 

I hope and pray that the event has proven beneficial and a source of learning for all of the 
participants. 

In man verses of the Holy Qur'an, includin those just recited, Allah the Almi ht has ®" 
.Pentioned the creation o: t e eavens and the earth an He has instructed us to reflect upo! the .,.. /'}.. 
true purpose ofour creation. 
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He has encouraged us to use our brains, to ponder upon His creation and to search for new roads 
of human progress and innovation, through research and reflection. 

Indeed, Allah the Almighty has deemed humans as the 'best of creation' because of the fact that 
we have been granted intelligence and understanding. 

We have been granted the ability to differentiate between right and wrong. 

We have been given the ability to think and comprehend. 

Unique amongst all creation, Allah the Almighty has given mankind the insight to appreciate that 
whatever He has created has been made for our benefit, on condition that we use it in the right 

way. ® 
Certainly, out of all the heavenly scriptures, the Hol ur'an is uni ue in terms of the vast 
amount o insight it has 1ven about the universe and its ince tion and how it has encouraged 
sc1ent1 1c research and the pursuit of knowledge. ® 
In this regard, the Promised Messiah as Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian has stated 
that when a be 1ever stu 1es and ponders over the celestial bodies and the entire universe, it 
causes their minds to open up and for them to become enlightened. 

The result is that they are led towards a firm belief in the existence of God Almigh(J'., as they se r:f'i 
the signs and evidence for His existence all around them. \:.Y 
On the other hand, the interests of worldly and non-religious researchers are finite and narrow. 

When they study something, they assess it in a limited way. @ 
~oweve~, a righteous perso~ is not satis_fie~ by merely identifying the dimensions of the worl ,., '}<:. 
its material form or calculatmg the grav1tat10nal forces . ' 

Nor are they content by simply determining the main characteristics of the sun the moon and th 
stars; rat er, a true e 1ever w1 contmua y strive and struggle to observe and understand the 
perfect harmony of nature and the world around us. 

0 He or she will have an unquenchable thirst to identify the hidden characteristics or potential of 
the physical world and as they realise its brilliance and perfection, they will inevitably be draw 
towards their Creator and their faith in the existence of God Almighty will be enhanced. 

Conse u ntl . when an intelli ent erson reflects carefully upon the heavens and the earth, the@v 
universe and why the length of the night and day remains constant y mas a e o ux it caµ~s r ~ 
them to perceive God Almighty and appreciate His perfect creation. ' 
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When they see God Almi ht in this way and recognise His majesty, they turn towards him with 
increase ervency and passion and seek His Help and Grace, in their e er 
understand and unlock the mysteries of the universe. 

When they pray to Allah for guidance, He wants them clarity of thought, He enlightens their 
minds and washes away the haze of incomprehension that previously existed. 

He grants them an understanding of the universe and planets and the come to reco nise with ®" ... 
certamty, that sue a per ect and prec1se natural or er could never have come about b chance o ~ /l 
on its own; rather, it is a re ect1on and indicator o a Great Creator.@ 

Indeed, it is a testament to the existence of a Universal Creator. 

Those eo le, whose minds are opened in this wa , bow down befor or and ra 
they are saved rorn is rat an t 1at He guides them towards prosperity and a deeper 
understanding of His creation. 

In a similar vein, the Promised Messiah (as) has stated that the continued study of physics, ®"'\ 
astronomy and the sciences will always lead a righteous person towards God Almighty.- / > 

• 
'-

The more the learn about God' s creation and the world around them the more the w· I V, 
appreciate the beauty of Allah the Almighty through the wonders of the universe. "' /' . 
Once a believer gains such knowledge and insight, he or she is not just able to guide others about w· 
Qie latest scientific developments, rather they will also be tooled with the armoury to prove to the )(' 
world the existence of that One God, who is the Creator of all creation. ' 

This is the sym bo I of a true believer, the means of their success and their path to attaining real~ 
honour and prestige in the world . @ 
It was in this way, reflectin u on the universe that Professor Dr Abdus Salam Sahibs ent hi!J::ix" • 
1te and he used whatever insight he gained as evidence to prove the existence of God. ~ 

Hence, all Ahmadi researchers or academics should continually keep in view the Oneness of God 
ATm1ghty before, during and after conducting any research or study. 

They should seek to conduct their investi ations with the firm intention of eliciting evidence that 
w1 ena e them to prove the existence of the One God to sceptics and disbelievers and to refute 
those who claim that science and religion are irreconcilable. 

When they research in this way and seek the Help of Allah the Almighty at each step, no doubt 
He will assist them at every juncture" and be their guiding light. 

x_, 
' 



As I said before, the research of a secular person is based on a purely worldly approach and they 
use their intellect for the sake of material progress. 

Their efforts can lead to scientific advancement, but the research of a believer has a far greater 
potential impact. 

Their research will not only lead to scientific progress and the development of modern ~' 
technologies, but will also serve to offer proof of the existence of God Almighty. ~ 

Therefore, Ahmadi Muslim researchers, especially those who ursue the sciences 
only have the intention of enhancing the un erstanding of their chosen field, but should also 
maintain an everlasting resolve to find proofs of the existence of God. 

As I have said, this was how Dr Abdus Salam Sahib conducted his work and he attained 
phenomenal success as a result. 

Remember, that the Promised Messiah (as) has said that people of true intellect and wisdom ar r--V' 
those who never forget God Almighty and always remember Him. /'1 

Hence, there should always be a clear distinction between Ahmadi scientists and researchers and 
others who pursue similar fields of study. 

And the difference ought to be that the pursuit of knowledge of an Ahmadi must be based 
upon Taqwa- righteousness. 

Indeed, the Holy Prophet of Islam (sa) said that a person should fear the acumen and perceptive 
nature of a believer, because their knowledge is based upon righteousness. 

In summary, the love and maiesty of A 1lah the Almighty should be forever ingrained and M 
imprinted in your hearts and minds. \J 
If you research and seek to evolve our work in this way, then Allah the Almighty will bestow 

p n you great success, Ins a 'Allah. 

. > 
SQ_me of you may be aware that once, a well-known Western researcher and traveller, Professor \...r 
Clement Wragge, travelled to Qadian to meet the Promised Messiah (as). "" 

During their conversation, the Promised Messiah (as) explained that Allah the Almighty has _\--, 
created the sun and the moon, the stars and planets to serve human beings and for the benefit of t" / > 
humankind. - ' 
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In light of this, whilst conductin research to answer uestions that remain unsolved, an Ahmadi®"', 
researcher must eep at the forefront of their mind that whatever has been created by Allah the ~ /) 
Almighty has been made for the benefit of humanity. / 

It should be their objective to uncover and deqve tbe benefits and to ensure that whatever®· "- . ' 
intellectual progress is made is utilised in the right way for the betterment of mankind.. r 

' 
In his discussions with Professor Wragge. the Promised Messiah (as) affirmed that there was no ~ 

contradiction between science and religion and that no matter how far science pro ressed it - V'.,. 
would never prove a smgle etter or word o t 1e o y ur an, or t e teac mgs oflslam, to be r / l 
untrue. -
Rather, every discovery and every develo ment would serve as additional roof of the truth of 
the teac ings o the Holy Qur'an and the existence of the One God. 

Certainly, the Holy Qur'an does not shy away from science or discourage its followers from 
s u y. -
Quite the o osite - the Holy Qur' an instructs believers to explore, to investigate and to utilise 
their intellect and God-given acuities. 

Indeed, those who strive to advance human knowledge for the benefit of humanity will reap the ~ 
rewards of Allah the Almighty for their efto1is. . • \,y 

owever the Holy Qur'an has also warned humans from interfering with the laws of nature or 
from seeking to c ange or modi y the creation o oug unnatura means. 

For example, in recent years, the boundaries of scientific ethics have gradually eroded, whereby 
there have been attempts to pursue immoral and dangerous pursuits such as genetic engineering 
and the cloning of living creatures. 

The results of such undertakings, where humans far exceed their limits and seek to 'play God', 
will surely be catastrophic and be the means of driving mankind towards its destruction. 

It will not only lead the protagonists towards Hell in the Hereafter, but they will also be 
responsible for creating a living Hell on earth. 

This is something every Ahmadi Muslim researcher and scientist must guard against. 

You must only pursue those avenues that are for the benefit of humanity and which are according 
to the limits prescribed by Allah the Almighty. 

Always remember that to stay within the confines of the Holy Qur' an is the hallmark of a 
believer. 



If you conduct your work in this way, you can achieve great things and revive the once 
distinguished reputation of Muslim scholars and academics. 

With the Grace of Allah, during the Middle Ages, countless Muslim scientists, philosophers and 
intellectuals left an indelible mark on humanity by advancing the cause of human knowledge and 
understanding. 

Their pioneering efforts brought about a remarkable revolution in the world and their research 
and discoveries continue to be the basis for modern science and mathematics. 

They utilised their God-given talents and faculties, whilst seeking the Help of Allah the 
Ai mi ht and reflecting upon His creation and as a result, have been reco nised through history 
and continue to e ac owledged and respected today. 

For example, an article published by the National Geographic in 2016 titled 'How early Islamic 
Science advanced Medicine', identifies the contributions of Muslim scientists in the early period 
oflslam. 

The article states: 

"Physicians from Islamic countries during the late Middle Ages enjoyed great respect. Their 
reputation was well deserved, for the study and practice of medicine was then led by Muslim 
societies across their immense territory, which extended from modern-day southern Spain to 
Iran." 

It further states: 

.. By the 900s, drawing from a growing body of Greek, Persian, and Sanskrit works translated 
into Arabic, Islamic medicine quickly became the most sophisticated in the world. Christians, 
Jews, Hindus, and scholars from many other traditions, looked to Arabic as a language of 
science. Doctors of different faiths worked together, debating and studying with Arabic as the 
common tongue." 

The article continues: 

"The brightest star in the Baghdad firmament was undoubtedly the extraordinary Ibn 
Sina ... Already a doctor at age 18, his great volume Al-Qanun fl al-Tibb- Canon of Medicine
became one of the most famous medical works of all time ... [Ibn Sina's] attempt to harmonize 
the medical practices of the Greek thinker Galen with the philosophy of Aristotle reveals the 
multiple nature of the debt owed to Muslim scholarship, which did not merely revive Greek 
authors, but stimulated new patterns of thought for the centuries ahead. The reconciling of 
practical science, thought, and religion ensured Al-Qanun was studied by European medics until 
the l 81hcentury ." 



Moreover, the National Geographicarticle labels the period of Muslim rule in Spain as a "period 
of scholarly development" and describes Cordoba in the 1 Otl1Century as the "most cultured city in 
Europe" and "a great centre of study and exploration." 

In another article, published by The New York Times, ' How Islam Won, and Lost, the Lead in 
Science' the ~ontribution of early Muslim scientists is also openly praised. 

The author writes: 

"Civilisations don't just clash, they can learn from each other. Islam is a good example of that. 
The intellectl!lal meeting of Arabia and Greece was one of the greatest events in history. Its scale 
and consequences are enormous, not just for Islam but for Europe and the world. 

However, the article also notes that many of the contributions made by the early Muslims were 
not preserved. 

In this regard, it states: 

" ... historians say they know very little about this golden age. Few of the major scientific works 
from that era have been translated from Arabic and thousands of manuscripts have never even 
been read by modern scholars." 

Hence, the historic contributions of Muslim scholars is unquestioned. 

Yet, most regrettably, the recent intellectual state of much of the Muslim world has been 
lamentable. · 

Over time, as Muslims moved away from God Almi ht and the ualities associated with a 
iever dimims e ra 1dl amon st them the Muslims, who had reviousl led the world in 

science and r~search, gradually moved to an age of intellectual ignorance that persists to 1s 
day. 

Instead of co~tinuing to be the leaders of innovation and discovery, the period of Muslim 
academic enJ,jgbtenment drew to an end and the Muslims relied on the discoveries and modern 
technologies made by others. 

Instead of being those who gave to the world, the Muslims became those who only took. 

As a result, where the world recognises the outstanding historic contribution of Muslims to 
science analeammg, it considers the intellectual status of the modem-day lvluslun world to be 
woe u. 

assion for education and 
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Muslim nations have become immersed in the luxuries and comforts of the world and so they no 
Ion er have the drive or motivation to toil in the pursuit of knowledge or to reflect upon the 
um verse. 

The failure of the contemporary Muslim world to excel in science and learning has been 
discussed by Hillel Ofek, a Research Fellow at the Clements Centre for National Security in the 
United States, in an article titled 'Why the Arab World turned away from Science'. 

He describes how Muslims have gone from leading the world in science and the development of 
human civilisation to a state where their contributions are now mocked amongst the academic 
community. 

He writes that until around the year 1600, 'nothing in Europe could hold a candle' to the 
intellectual advancement made by Muslims scientists and scholars. 

Futihermore, he notes how many scientific and mathematical terms, such as algebra, algorithm, 
alchemy and alkali derive from Arabic and reflect Islam's contribution to the world. 

Yet he goes on to paint a modern-day picture of science in the Muslim world that is completely 
at odds with its illustrious past. 

For example, he notes that there have only ever been two scientists from Muslim countries who 
have won the Nobel Prize, despite th';2 fact there are approximately 1.6 billion Muslims in the 
-;-orld. -
Another stark statistic he presents is that 46 Muslim countries combined contributed just one 
p~rcent of the world's scientific literature. 

In a similar vein, he states that in 1989, the United States published over 10,000 scientific papers 
lb at were frequently cited, whilst in the entire Arab world just four commonly cited papers were 
published in the same period., 

He also notes how between 1980 and 2000, 'ust one country, South Korea, anted over 16,000 
intellectual patents, whilst nine Arab countries, inclu mg Egypt, au i Arabia and the 
granted a combined total of just 370. 

The article also uotes the Nobel Laureate Professor Steven Weinberg, speaking about the 
dearth o scientific material originating from Muslim countries. 

Professor Wdnberg states: 

"Though there are talented scientists of Muslim origin working productively in the West, for 
_0rty years I have not seen a single paper by a physicist or astronomer workmg m a Muslim 
country that was worth reading." 
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Thus, in intellectual and scientific terms, Muslims and the Islamic nations have gone from 
leadmg the world, to bemg treated with scorn and derision. 

At this time of intellectual ignorance amongst the Islamic world, it is the great challenge for 
Ahmadi Muslim scientists and researchers to revive the honour and dignity of Islam in the global 
a'cademic arena. 

lndeed, it should be your ambition to take up the glorious mantle of enlightenment adorned by 
the great Muslim scholars and inventors of the Middle Ages. 

Each year, it is a tradition that our Jama' at [Ahmadiyya Muslim Community] awards gold 
medals for outstanding educational achievement in various fields. 

However, when the scheme was initiated by Hazrat Khalifatul Masih III (rh) [Hazrat Mirza Nasir 
Ahmad Third Caliph and Worldwide Head of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Comm unit , he · 
instructed that the gold me als and scholarships were specifically to reward those who excelled 

ie s. 

However, so far, it cannot be said that the results have been anywhere near as good as I had 
hoped. . 

As far as I know, hardly any Ahmadi has played an outstanding or extraordinary role in the 
scientific and intellectual development of the world. -

Here I would also like to appreciate the eff01ts of the USA Chapter of the Association of Ahmadi 
Scientists, who are somehow active and hold regular meetings on science and the Qur'an. Yet, 
we cannot say they have achieved that exceptional mark expected of them. 

Consequently, having gathered here and held this conference, you must all consider it your 
mission to pursue excellence within your chosen field. 
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You must leave here with a firm determination in your hearts to follow in the footsteps of Dr 
Abdus Salam and those outstanding Muslim scholars and researchers, who left behind a rich 
legacy of knowledge many centuries ago. 

You must reflect upon how you can develop a greater understanding of the world and develop 
new technologies or systems through which humanity can benefit. 

As scientists and researchers, it is up to you to exercise your minds and talents to seek out the 
ways and methods to accomplish great feats ofleaming. 

You should stay in contact with one another and particularly with those who are working in 
similar areas of research and learn from each other. 

Through mutual discussion and coordination, you may be able to achieve better results. 

~ ork with diligence, passion and above all, constantly seek the Help of Allah the Almighty at 
every step of your academic journey and keep His Majesty at the forefront of your miruls. 

With these words, I pray that may Allah the Almighty enable you to flourish and to achieve great f'~' 
success in your fields of expertise. 

A __ n.,...d_m.,..a...:y_w_e_s_o_o:-n"Tc_o .... m .... e_t_,o~w-it_ne.,..s..,s~tr-h ..... e '"""d_aw_n_o_f_a_n""'."e,w_Is_l_,am,....,_ic_.::;.go_l_d_en--::-:a~g~e-o_f_in_t_er-ll_ec_t_u_al......_r_o""'gr-ess ~' 1 

an a vancement, e y us ims across the wor - meen." t!i.,} 
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